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LETTER FROM LUXURY LOCATIONS

L

et’s face it, everyone has had a
pretty hard time over the last year,
and we still have a whole lot of
uncertainty ahead of us as we try to work
out what the post-pandemic world is
going to look like. For many, the solitude
of lockdown mixed with the ambiguity
of the future has caused a reassessment of
what is important and reflection on how
they can live their best lives.
We are seeing a boom in the property
market which might just be the result of
the general feeling of self-reflection as
people find themselves wanting a piece
of paradise to escape to when things get
tough. And who can blame them?! Here
at Luxury Locations, we have embraced
this upturn and are even expanding
our holiday rental and property sales to
include the beautiful islands of Saint
Nevis and Kitts and Virgin Gorda. So
keep an eye out for these brand new
listings in this issue alongside our
Antigua and Barbuda based properties.
We have also expanded our marketing
reach with new projects which happen
to have inspired some self-reflection for
us too, as we have been rediscovering our
beloved home, which is why you will be
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seeing our smiling faces a fair bit in this
issue, (you’re welcome).
We have been filming our new TV
show ‘Finding Luxury’, which will be
dedicated to showcasing the Caribbean
to the wider world and the property
opportunities available, and you can read
more about this exciting new venture in
our article of the same name.
The ‘Made In Antigua’ article
celebrates innovation as it showcases local
artists and crafts people. The interview
with Antigua and Barbuda’s much loved
local band 17 61° gives an insight into
what makes their sound so unique and
they talk to us about their best gig, worst
gig and how they all managed to find a
musical outlet during lockdown.
Living in the Caribbean and Antigua
and Barbuda in particular provides a
wonderful lifestyle and we are passionate
about sharing all the amazing things
that make island life so special. We have
‘Exploring Antigua The Dyson Way,’
sharing and highlighting some of the
wonderful things to see and do with
friends and family which we have done
over the past years living in Antigua.
And finally, we remember the great

John Fuller, a native of Antigua and a
much loved member of our wonderful
community who sadly passed, but will
never be forgotten.
We hope that you can feel all of the
love and joy that we have poured into
these pages, as we celebrate our home
and all it has to offer. Remember to like
and subscribe to our Luxury Locations
YouTube channel so that you’ll be the
first to know when our TV show will be
hitting your screens. n
Advertising and editorial queries and
suggestions should be directed to
info@luxurylocations.com

Scan to see our
YouTube channel

LE BISTRO: DELICIOUSLY
Experience a real sense of occasion...
AUTHENTIC
FRENCH
Le Bistro, Antigua’s
�irst authenticCUISINE
French restaurant, was opened in 1981. Since then, their popularity,
with both visitors and locals, has never waned. Dining here is close to luxurious perfection.

Le Bistro
French Restaurant

Open Tuesday - Sunday from 6:00pm with last orders at 10:00pm. Closed on Mondays.

Hodges Bay, St. John’s, Antigua • T: (268) 462-3881 • FB: @antigualebistro • E: lebistroantigua@gmail.com

www.lebistroantigua.com

facebook.com/luxurylocations.themagazine

Don’t be left in the dark, call us today

The Caribbean’s Premier
Generator Specialists
Sales • Service • Parts

• Antigua’s only authorized FG Wilson
service centre
• Top quality, fully automatic generators
at unbeatable prices
• Superior quality service and support
• Complete sales and service centre

+1 (268) 462-EXEL (3935)
exeleng@gmail.com
www.exelengineering.com

Friars Hill Road, St. John’s, Antigua, W.I.

Authorized Service Centre for FG Wilson
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A G E N T S

MEET OUR TEAM

L

uxury Locations offers comprehensive property services, from sales and rentals to
complete management of a wide range of homes. With more than 30 years’ collective
experience in the industry, we also provide development consultancy, project planning,
refurbishment guidance, and print and digital marketing services including video and
photography.
It takes team work to keep our scores of properties in tip-top shape – and maintain our
status as an industry leader. Luckily, our dynamic bunch are experts in the field, bursting with
energy and always happy to go the extra mile for our clients.
Maintenance of homes and pools comes under Akeem Wade’s scrupulous auspices while
our friendly cleaning crew Joanne, Avril, Cherly, Florence and Ann keep our properties
looking as good as new.
Below are some of the faces you are likely to meet in our Jolly Harbour offices.

SAM DYSON

NADIA DYSON

With both an MBA and law degree under
his belt – and a previous profession as a
start-up business consultant – Sam’s diverse
background has set him in good stead for
his role at the helm of our multi-faceted
operations. A former martial arts trainer
with a love for free-diving, Sam believes self-discipline and
willpower are the keys to success.

It’s almost 14 years since Nadia launched
property management business Villa
Management, and 12 since its sister Luxury
Locations Real Estate was born. Today, the
award-winning firm represents some of
the most prestigious listings in the country
while staying true to the qualities which have underpinned it
from the outset – reliability, professionalism and attention to
detail.

MITTY THOMAS

JOELLE SPENCER

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Mitty is something of a power-house,
taking charge of everything from monthly
property checks to overseeing arrivals and
departures, organising the cleaning team
and guiding potential buyers on viewings.
Her organisational skills and sunny
personality have made her a real asset to
our company.

MANAGING DIRECTOR AND FOUNDER

It’s not an easy task ensuring every single
cent is accounted for on our clients’
accounts but with a wealth of experience
and a head for numbers, Joelle is up to
the challenge – and always has a smile on
her face.

Our offices in the Portofino building, Jolly Harbour, are open Monday to Friday.
The team can also be reached by emailing info@luxurylocations.com or calling +1 268 562-8174.
And don’t forget to follow us on Instagram and Facebook.

FEATURE

ADMIRALS’ INN &
GUNPOWDER SUITES
A BOUTIQUE HOTEL WITH CASUAL ELEGANCE AND
FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE

T

his lauded family-run boutique
hotel set within Nelson’s
Dockyard, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, offers exceptional
accommodation, two top-notch
restaurants and a spa, marrying casual
elegance with friendly personal service.
While this outstanding 18th century
haunt complete with original buildings
may have its roots in the heyday of the
British Empire there’s nothing old hat
about the food and facilities.
A world class spot with fabulous
food and brimming with charm is how
TripAdvisor users consistently rate the
boutique hotel, its adjacent Gunpowder
House with luxury suites, and two
restaurants, Pillars and Boom. So much
so that they have garnered two industry
awards and several more nominations as
one of the Caribbean’s leading hotels.
Leisurely poolside eatery Boom
attracts foodies from far and wide
who come to enjoy the fresh, locally
sourced fare with a gourmet twist and a
spectacular view. Day passes are available
for those wanting to make this an all-day

hangout and enjoy the pool, loungers and
hammocks.
Outside, guests are also warmly
welcomed at Pillars, loved for its
waterfront setting with graceful stone
pillars, and Caribbean food with a
contemporary twist. Saturday night is
the popular ‘Taste of the World’ evening
focusing on the flavours of a different
destination each week, while Wednesdays
hone in on the gastronomic delights of
the region.
The hotel’s tranquil location belies
its proximity to the beaches, boutiques,
historic fortresses and vibrant nightlife
that keep guests returning to English
Harbour each year.
Whether it’s feeling the wind in your
hair aboard a sailing yacht, kayaking on
the open seas or enjoying an outdoor
massage under the mangroves, this
atmospheric spot offers abundant
activities for guests of every generation.
The intimate size of The Admiral’s
Inn, combined with its variety of facilities
all contained in a singular setting makes
it ideal for weddings and other special

events too. So if you’re tying the knot, or
celebrating an anniversary, there are few
places on earth so conducive to forging
new bonds, rediscovering old ones and
creating memories to last a lifetime. n
To reserve a room or a meal at Boom or Pillars
Restaurants call +1 268 460-1027, email
reservations@admiralsinnantigua.com or visit
www.admiralsantigua.com
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ZEMI ART GALLERY
Let Zemi Art Gallery
introduce you to a wealth of
arts and crafts which embrace
authentic Caribbean culture
and celebrate indigenous
artistic expression. Everything
in this glorious boutique
gallery located in the vibrant
Redcliffe Quay courtyard is
made exclusively for this venue
by owner Stephen Murphy or
one of many local artists and is
guaranteed to be one of a kind.
www.facebook.com/
zemiartgallery

ANNALEA MILLS - LEATHER WORK s
Annalea Mills custom designs and makes beautifully
handcrafted leather goods including bags, belts, purses,
wallets, even tool belts. She also makes bespoke hand sewn
leather nautical furnishings including mast boots and
wheel covers for super yachts. Her workshop, is located in
English Harbour and it is open to the public so you can
pop down and watch this talented woman in action.
www.instagram.com/annaleamillsleatherwork

MADE IN ANTIGUA

s

ANTIGUA & BARBUDA IS FULL OF UNIQUE AND TALENTED PEOPLE GETTING CREATIVE AND CREATING AMAZING
WORK. THERE IS A WIDE RANGE OF STUNNING LOCAL ARTWORK, INDIVIDUALS PROMOTING INNOVATION
THROUGH THEIR BEAUTY SOLUTIONS, AND SOME RESOURCEFUL TYPES USING FORAGED OR RECYCLED OBJECTS
TO CREATE ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS HANDCRAFTED PRODUCTS. WE THOUGHT WE’D SHINE A LIGHT ON
A FEW OF THESE BRILLIANT AND ACCOMPLISHED HUMANS AND SHOW YOU WHAT THEY HAVE TO OFFER.
BUT WE CAN ASSURE YOU, THIS IS JUST THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG...

s

MELANIE LETBY
Made with foraged sea glass mounted
on driftwood Melanie’s beach themed
collection captures a real sense of island
living. These gorgeously unique pieces of
art, depicting seahorses, turtles, starfish,
sail boats and Antiguan’s famous black
pineapple are available directly from the
artist.
www.facebook.com/melanie.hall2
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NDF MAKE UP
Antiguan beauty therapist and makeup
artist Natalie Fuchs is “Eliminating
Toxins One Product At A Time” through
her very own line of handmade, toxin
and cruelty free bath, candle and skincare
products. These all natural, heaven scented
creations can be found on sale at selected
outlets in Antigua including Sea Island
Trading and Solange & Sunny salon or
keep an eye on her socials to connect with
Natalie at various local craft fairs and
events on island.
www.instagram.com/ndfbathandbody
CARIB BEAN COFFEE s
Carib Bean Coffee Roasters are reducing
waste as they get creative and recycle their
coffee bean bags to create these gorgeous
and environmentally conscious handmade,
custom hessian cushion covers and hipster
crossbody hessian bags.
www.instagram.com/carib_bean_coffee_
roasters

Scan code to
watch the video

EuropEan hospitality with a CaribbEan twist

With stunning views over Falmouth Harbour, this bustling, long-running cafe has a full bar, table seating, indoor sports screen and
area with low sofas and easy chairs. Your friendly hosts Vanessa and Ton offer a simple menu inspired by their Dutch roots, with a s
of Mediterranean influences at consistently excellent quality. Only the freshest ingredients and seasonal vegetables are used to cre
colourful dishes. Cloggy’s is perfect for a stolen lunch break, lazy afternoon on the gallery watching the world go by or an indulgen
lingering over excellent food and chilled wine.
We specialise in excellent wines, beers, fresh juices and 100% fruit smoothies.

Don’t miss our Sunday brunch from 12pm–4.30pm
Open Tuesdays to Saturdays for lunch and Wednesday to Saturday for dinner. Closed June to late Au
CLOGGY’S CAFÉ, ANTIGUA YACHT CLUB MARINA BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR
cloggyscafe@yahoo.com

Call (+268) 460-6910 / 764-8083

European hospitality with a Caribbean twist
With stunning views over Falmouth Harbour, this bustling, long-running cafe has a full bar, table seating, indoor sports screen and a lounge
area with low sofas and easy chairs. Your friendly hosts Vanessa and Ton offer a simple menu inspired by their Dutch roots, with a smattering
of Mediterranean influences at consistently excellent quality. Only the freshest ingredients and seasonal vegetables are used to create tasty,
colourful dishes. Cloggy’s is perfect for a stolen lunch break, lazy afternoon on the gallery watching the world go by or an indulgent evening
lingering over excellent food and chilled wine. We specialise in excellent wines, beers, fresh juices and 100% fruit smoothies.

Don’t miss our Sunday brunch from 11.30am–4.30pm. Party with DJ from 6pm until late.
Open Tuesdays to Saturdays for lunch and Wednesday to Saturday for dinner. Closed June to late August.
Due to COVID, some times and events may not be available.
WINNER OF THE WIGHT VODKA BEST SAILOR’S BAR OF THE WORLD COMPETITION
CLOGGY’S CAFÉ, ANTIGUA YACHT CLUB MARINA BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR
cloggyscafe@yahoo.com | www.facebook.com/cloggysantigua | www.cloggys-antigua.com

Call (+268) 460-6910 / 764-8083
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FINDING LUXURY
JOIN NADIA AND SAM DYSON AS THEY ISLAND HOP THEIR WAY THROUGH THE CARIBBEAN
ARCHIPELAGO. SHOWCASING THIS STUNNING REGION AND INSPIRING AUDIENCES TO
CONSIDER THESE BEAUTIFUL ISLAND NATIONS AS POTENTIAL LOCATIONS FOR PURCHASING
A LUXURY HOLIDAY HOME FROM HOME OR A PERMANENT RELOCATION IN THE SUN.

F

inding Luxury is an exciting new
TV series brought to you by this
Luxury Locations Real Estate
power couple. Running a very successful
real estate company in Antigua and
Barbuda and being involved in some of
the largest real estate deals in Antiguan
history, Nadia and Sam Dyson have
built up a wealth of knowledge and a real
passion for the Caribbean that they want
to share. The show is dedicated to opening
up the Caribbean to the wider world and
highlighting the unique attractions to be
found on each individual island, as well
as the property potential available in each
location for those interested in purchasing
a place in the sun.
Each episode will showcase a single
island destination, with episode one
focusing on the dual island nation of
Antigua and Barbuda. The first part of the
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show will see our fabulous hosts explore
the island’s history, culture, and sites
of natural beauty, while simultaneously
informing us of the geographical

topography, climate and seasonal
expectations, and modes of transportation
to, from and on island.
They will engage in island life,
chatting to people living and working
on island, in order to give viewers a real
feel for the island’s way of life. Talking
to business owners, artists, chefs, some
native Antiguans and also outsiders who
have relocated to paradise and now call
this island home. They will partake in
various activities on offer, from aquatic
adventures, to zip-lining through the
rainforest, to tasting their way through
different cuisines and even learning local
recipes for traditional dishes.
On each island the real estate duo
will look at specific properties or land
development opportunities available
to purchase or rent. Nadia and Sam
will meet with various local real estate
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professionals and together they will view
a host of stunning luxury holiday homes
from multi-million dollar mansions
to smaller island hideaways and even
take a look at land plots just waiting
to accommodate some lucky property
developers vision.
Then finally they will deal with the
specific logistics of buying property
or investing in land in each particular
location, offering invaluable insight into
Legal Fees, Property Taxes, Lending
opportunities, and Government approved
Citizenship by Investment Programs
specific to each island.
The show aims to give buyers looking
at the Caribbean for their new luxury
home, a clear insight into each island’s
individual appeal, lifestyle and culture,
while also giving an in depth analysis of
the property market to be found there. So
that viewers can essentially find their own
piece of luxury in the Caribbean, from the
comfort of their own home.

Finding Luxury is a show for
anyone just looking to add a
little bit of luxury into
their lives
Luxury can be defined in many
ways, but for Nadia and Sam it is about
enjoying an inessential, rare pleasure.
Something that you do not need, but
you definitely want, something that will
make your life better. This show is not just
about helping viewers to buy their million
dollar dream home in the Caribbean.
It is about opening up the Caribbean
to everyone. Whether you buy a luxury
holiday home or simply rent a villa for a
week, you still get to dip your toe in the
crystal clear ocean, cook freshly caught
Red Snapper under the Caribbean sun
and whizz through the treetops of the
lush rainforest. Finding Luxury is a show
for anyone just looking to add a little bit
of luxury into their lives.
The show will be airing in 2022
so keep your eye on our website for
broadcast dates. n
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VILLA MANAGEMENT

With you every step of the way

Letting your property can be a scary business.
We want to make sure that you get exactly what you
want, whether it’s a manager to maintain your property
in your absence for peace of mind or full rental
management to maximise your return on investment.

Your way

There are a number of different ways we can manage your property. Choose from
our many services to ensure your property is managed the way you want it.

Maximising rental income

We realise that the needs of each homeowner are different. We can tailor your
management package to suit your needs, be it short term or long term rentals.

Keeping our promise

We will always care for your property as if it were our own. No matter the issue
we want you to feel you can let us take care of it to give you the peace of mind
you want when leaving your property in our care.

Call us on +1 268 562 8174 to find out more
about our services
www.villa-management-antigua.com
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ROCKS GROUP WEDDINGS, EVENTS,
EXPERIENCES & IN-VILLA SERVICES
THE IMPRESSIVE TEAM BEHIND SHEER ROCKS, CATHERINE’S CAFÉ, AND THE ISLAND’S NEWEST VENUE,
ROKUNI, ARE TAKING THE ROCKS GROUP EXPERIENCE TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL WITH THEIR EVENTS
& EXPERIENCES DEPARTMENT. SO FOR THOSE OF YOU LOOKING FOR A LITTLE MORE THAN DINNER
AND A VIEW YOU WILL FIND A RANGE OF CUSTOMISABLE PACKAGES, AND THE OPPORTUNITY TO
CURATE A COMPLETELY BESPOKE EVENT FOR ANY OCCASION YOU WISH YOU TO CELEBRATE.

Rocks Group Wedding and Events
Whether you desire an intimate
celebration or an extravagant fine dining
experience, no amount of imagination or
innovation will be spared as Rocks Group
Events tailor each of their events to the
wants and needs of their clients.
With full access to three of Antigua’s
most admired restaurants, Sheer Rocks,
Catherine’s Café, and Rokuni, you can
guarantee any wedding or event will be
stylish, chic, with food, drink and service
of the highest standard. The experienced
and specialised team have spent years
sourcing and building relationships with a
diverse network of suppliers and vendors.
Our event management team will serve
as your personal consultants, working
alongside you every step of the planning
process to ensure top quality, complete
co-ordination, and attention to even the
smallest details.
Rocks Group Events are at the
forefront of creating luxury and
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trendsetting experiences in new and
unique locations. With access to the
island’s most exclusive and iconic
venues, world renowned and highly
qualified chefs, in-house mixologists
and sommeliers, our events team offer
complete event planning and production,
design décor, catering and top-quality
staffing.
All event enquiries can be sent to
events@itsrocksgroup.com
Rocks Group Experiences
Rocks Group Experiences offer a selection
of customisable packages for adventurers
who are interested in enjoying the Rocks
Group lifestyle as a bundle of all the best
bits!
Enjoy the best of Sheer Rocks with
their series of Daytime and Sunset Pool
Experiences, offering various combinations
of tapas, cocktails, tasting menus,
champagne, and of course daybeds at
their iconic Plunge and Rock Pools. Sheer

Rocks also offers Taste Experiences in the
form of their Tapas Journey and Tasting
Menu with Wine Pairing.
Alongside experiencing Rocks Group
from their restaurants, take to the ocean
and experience Rocks Group by boat!
Rocks Group has partnered with Happy
Days Yacht Charter, a 46-foot Sea Ray,
to create bespoke, fully catered boat
experiences.
The experience list goes on, each a
fabulous parcel of Rocks Group favourites!
For a full selection of Rocks Group
Experiences, visit www.sheer-rocks.com
Rocks Group In-Villa Services
Bring Rocks Group home with you!
Rocks Group offers bespoke in-home
services, from in-villa dining to complete
villa stocking and management, for those
who are looking to enjoy the quality and
standard of Rocks Group, from home.
Rocks Group Villa Stocking offers
access to Urchin Atelier products as well
as select Sheer Rocks, Catherine’s Café,
and Rokuni ingredients. Likewise, book
a cellar stocking consultation for access
to exclusive Rocks Box pricing on wines
and spirits, which can be delivered and
stocked by the Rocks Group team.
You can also host an event from your
villa. Whether it’s cocktails and canapés
in the garden, a romantic evening for two,
or an elaborate dinner party, let the Rocks
Group team take care of everything from
food and drink to decor, service, and
more. Included in their In-Villa Dining
is an award-winning team of chefs and
wait staff, so you don’t have to lift a finger!
Rocks Group worry about the hosting, so
you don’t have to!
Book your free consultation by
emailing events@itsrocksgroup.com n
Photos by Archie Brooksbank @bladesman_
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ROKUNI, NONSUCH BAY
THIS NOVEMBER, THE AWARD-WINNING ROCKS GROUP – THE TEAM BEHIND
SHEER ROCKS AND CATHERINE’S CAFÉ, TWO OF ANTIGUA & BARBUDA’S
PREMIER RESTAURANTS – UNVEILED THE LATEST ADDITION TO THEIR
DISTINGUISHED RESTAURANT GROUP; ROKUNI, LOCATED AT NONSUCH BAY
RESIDENCES

T

he Rocks Group are renowned
for creating a chic yet relaxed
ambience in picturesque locations
where patrons can enjoy excellent food
and drink served by friendly and attentive
staff accompanied by great music, and
on all those counts, Rokuni will be no
different.
Managing Partner, Alex Grimley and
Rocks Group Executive Chef, Simon
Christey-French lead the opening of
Rokuni, backed up by their formidable
team and some excellent new additions
– Matthew Hartmann as Rokuni
Restaurant Manager, with years of
experience in the Caribbean, including
St Lucia’s Cap Maison and Head Chef
and Nepalese-born Japanese-trained Rana
Magar, who brings a wealth of knowledge
from a top-tier Japanese restaurant group.
Together they have opened a brand
new stunning location, bringing you
an Asian-inspired menu that combines
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Eastern dishes with the classic Rocks
Group style and flare. Alongside their
lunch and dinner service, Rokuni boasts
an independent bar featuring a dynamic
cocktail programme and separate ‘Rokuni
& Relax’ menu.
This menu is also offered poolside,
where guests will find king-size four
poster beds and a sundeck with loungers,
where they can take full advantage of the
breathtaking panoramic views. Or for
those looking for something a little more
intimate, the venue is scattered with a
variety of cozy little nooks, which will also
be available for booking.
On top of being available in the bar
and lounge and poolside, the ‘Rokuni &
Relax’ menu is offered to Nonsuch Bay
guests interested in take away or bringing
lunch to the beach. n
Photos by Archie Brooksbank @bladesman_

For further details surrounding Rokuni and
its menus, experiences and more visit
www.rokuni-antigua.com or follow
@rokuni_anu on Instagram and Rokuni
on Facebook.

s

FEATURE

BAREFOOT CHARTERS
Barefoot Charters is one of the best charter companies on the island. The
boats are cool, comfortable and go very fast! The team are attentive and
welcoming and always make sure you have a drink in your hand (very
important!). They will ensure you see the best parts of Antigua and get the
opportunity to swim in the most idyllic places and having just come back
from a tour to Barbuda I just cannot rate these guys enough.
ANTIGUA SCUBA SCHOOL
We have done some awesome diving adventures in Antigua, exploring
shipwrecks and coral reefs. So if you already have your open water
certification or you have the time to get it while you’re on island then the
Antigua scuba school will guide you around all the best places.

ss

EXPLORING ANTIGUA THE
DYSON WAY!
WE LIVE HERE, AND THIS IS WHY YOU SHOULD TOO...

s

CARIB BEAN COFFEE ROASTERS
Based on a beautiful hilltop overlooking Falmouth Harbour this local
coffee company source the finest speciality coffee from all around the
Caribbean basin and roast their beans daily. We love to enjoy a cup of
coffee and a slice of cake (of course) at this gorgeous local haunt and
with fifteen different roasts to choose from you can be sure you’ll find
one you like.

s
PIGS IN PARADISE
Feeding the piggies in the sea is a relatively new and
I’m going to admit, slightly strange experience, but we
thoroughly enjoyed it and you absolutely have to try it.
The owner is so very passionate about her pet pigs, so
they are well loved, well cared for and very friendly!
18
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SHIRLEY HEIGHTS
This breathtaking location is a real favourite of ours,
and is our go to place when friends and family come
to visit. Listening to the steel drums and dancing the
night away at Shirley Heights is an absolute must. Be
careful though, the rum cocktails pack a real punch.

s DARKWOOD BEACH
We spend the day at Darkwood beach and venture out to the
floating assault course with our children. They absolutely love
it and it’s a great work out for us parents. Darkwood beach bar
is great for drinks and a burger after the adventure or we take
a picnic and spend the day on one of the prettiest beaches on
the island.

s

s

MYSTIC AMARA III
Sam and the boys absolutely
love going fishing so taking
a charter and catching
some bigger fish is far more
exciting than what we can
catch off of our own dock.
We do have our own boat,
but we would still highly
recommended Mystic Amara
as we always catch way more
with them than on our own.
So check them out and I can
assure you that after a trip out
with them, your delicious fish
supper will be sorted.

ANTIGUA
RAINFOREST CANOPY
TOUR
A zipline through the treetops
if you’ve never done it before
can feel pretty terrifying. But
I can honestly say as you
wiz down the line it is pure
enjoyment. Then you get to
have a few well deserved beers
afterwards. It is truly a glorious
way to spend an afternoon. So
be brave!
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SHEER ROCKS
Enjoy a romantic sunset at Sheer Rocks, try a signature cocktail and watch
the sun go down. Perhaps stay for a delicious evening meal or book a day
at the fabulous rock pool and enjoy some tapas. With a nice size pool and
absolutely delicious food taking the kids for a long lunch is easy and it’s
the perfect spot to make you feel like you truly are in paradise.
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AL PORTOS
Al Portos is a local favourite of ours for lunch and dinner.
The pizzas are excellent and their fresh catch of the day
and tuna tartar is absolutely divine. The menu has a great
selection of choices so you can eat here a few times a week,
which we generally do, and never get bored.

s

CATHERINE’S CAFE
Located on the
spectacular Pigeon Beach
you can spend the day at
Catherine’s Café where
you’ll be served cocktails
and lunch while you laze
languorously on your
beach chair.

s

CHIVALRY EVENTS
ANTIGUA
If you have a special occasion
coming and you want to plan a
particular celebration while you
are visiting Antigua, Chivalry
Events will help you create an
event you’ll never forget. Sam
and I had a beautiful 10 year
anniversary on the beach where
Sam first proposed, and it was
absolutely wonderful.

s

CLOGGY’S
Cloggy’s is a
Sunday favourite
for meeting friends
and Vanessa and
Ton are fabulous
hosts who will
make sure you have
the best time. A
long lunch with
rosé on tap and
outstanding views
of the mega yachts
in the harbour, it is
the perfect way to
bring the weekend
to a close.

LA BISTRO
We love having a birthday celebration or
our going for our date night at La Bistro.
Traditional French cuisine and the most
amazing dessert trolly in the whole of
Antigua!

NOMAD
Friday at Nomad is a fun night out.
Its vibrant urban design and beautifully
presented food takes you away from the
norm in Antigua and transports you to
a city life feel. All meals: breakfast, lunch
and dinner are well worth a try.
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STINGRAY CITY
Swimming with stingrays in their natural
habitat is one of our top things to do. The
team at Stingray city love what they do and
they care not just about the enjoyment of the
guests but about the welfare of the animals
too. They’re full of interesting information
about these fascinating creatures so it’s not just
a joyful way to spend the day but you’ll learn
something too!

s

ST JOHN’S SHOPPING DISTRICT s
St John’s has two shopping areas and we like to visit both as there is a wide array of shops.
I love to go and see Shelles and pick up a new bracelet or pink Barbudan sand necklace, very
well priced, starting at US$30. Also Zemi art is an Aladdin’s cave of wonderful treasures
and it’s a must see if you want something fabulous made right here in Antigua. Sunseakers
Antigua is another one I cannot resist. Their swimsuit selection is brilliant and they are on
hand to ensure that you get the right swimsuit for your body type. Fit to flatter – they tell
me and its totally true! We get our coverups for the beach here too. Sterlings just next door
and Abbots are both places we go to if we have gifts to buy and they have a great range of
designer jewels, diamonds and watches. After a good shop we go to C&C Wine House or
Hemmingway’s for a light lunch and then maybe grab a doughnut from Ace Doughnuts on
the way home. It’s a great day out!

s
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GARDEN GRILL
A laid back, casual restaurant with a farm to table concept and
meticulous attention to detail Garden Grill provides the best quality
food at very reasonable prices. The food is always delicious and the
service is always great, plus the open air space is just what you want
and expect from a Caribbean restaurant.

s

BOOM
We like to enjoy a family day out walking around the historic
dock yard, hiking up to Fort Berkley and then grabbing a bite
to eat at Boom before cooling off by the pool. The kids are
entertained which gives Sam and I the chance to have a quiet
cocktail before we eventually join them in the pool.

SALT PLAGE
Spending the day at this
beach club is a very easy
and fun day out. The
beach is protected and the
restaurant is simple and
stylish which is exactly
what you need when
you’re right next to the
beach.

WWW.SHEER-ROCKS.COM

+1 (268) 464-5283 @SHEERROCKS

@
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SHARED BY FEW,
RIVALLED BY NONE
EVER WONDERED WHERE THE SUPER-RICH BUILD THEIR HOMES
IN THE CARIBBEAN AND MORE IMPORTANTLY ANTIGUA?
WELL WONDER NO MORE!

P

earns Point is THE place to be,
and it is your chance to take your
place amongst the elite.
Set over 183 acres of exquisite land
on the western coast of Antigua, the
Pearns Point luxury development offers
hillside and coastline plots all around
this breathtaking peninsula. The plots are
large, ensuring seclusion and privacy, and
prices start at US$3 million so to say this
location is exclusive would be something
of an understatement.
With seven stunning beaches and all
plots boasting outstanding views of the
tranquil turquoise ocean you’d be hard
pressed to find a more awe inspiring
location. And with award winning
architects and diligent local contractors
on hand to assist buyers, the Pearns Point
development is a unique and exciting
opportunity to turn your very own piece
of paradise into the luxury holiday home
you deserve.
We spoke to Head of Sales, Adam
Gobat, to find out more about the project.
What is the Pearns Point development
all about?
Pearns Point is a stunning residential
and tourism development site on some
of the most beautiful ocean and beach
front land available in Antigua. Buyers
have the option to simply buy the lot of
land and go their own way (subject to
guidelines intended to preserve the beauty
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of the site) or they can take advantage
of our ‘Lot + Villa’ programme, whereby
we manage the build for the buyer. The
owner, Albert Hartog, is passionate about
the environment and sustainability and
ensures those principles flow throughout
what is a very natural site.
Located near Jolly Harbour, Pearns
Point is in fact only a short drive away
from a selection of restaurants, bars and
other amenities, meaning the isolated
beauty of the area is matched by the
convenience and community that Antigua
offers. We are also in the process of
designing and building an Owners Club
for their enjoyment, which will include a
fantastic beach bar, restaurant and sports
club with tennis courts.
Do you have house designs that buyers
can choose from?
Yes. We have three types of design

currently on offer from a selected range of
well known architects: beach front, ocean
front and ocean view/hillside. Buyers
are free to choose their own architect
of course but we do have Architectural
Guidelines to ensure the overall look and
integrity of the site remains high end
but is also as environmentally friendly as
possible. We have access to considerable
local expertise, and tax concessions during
construction, which we make available to
the buyers to ensure their build goes as
well as possible.

The owner, Albert Hartog,
is passionate about the
environment and sustainability
and ensures those principles
flow throughout what is a very
natural site
What type of buyers are you attracting?
Pearns Point is attracting individuals of
high net worth looking to create their
Caribbean dream. It is a very striking site
on Antigua’s West Coast which has long
attracted the rich and famous.

Set over 183 acres of exquisite land on the western
coast of Antigua, the Pearns Point luxury development
offers hillside and coastline plots all around this
breathtaking peninsula

How has the development faired during
these trying times?
2020 was obviously a very difficult year,
with visitors not easily allowed on these
shores, but despite these trying times,
people just fall in love with the obvious
beauty and opportunity of the site. The
last few years seem to have encouraged
people to act on their long held dreams
of a luxury Caribbean hideaway, because
more recently we have seen increased
demand. As soon as travel restrictions
were eased three lots were immediately
sold.
What do you like most about Antigua?
Thats a tough question, and I guess it
really depends on what mood I am in. I
like a good bike ride or hike over on the
wilder less occupied East Coast just as
much as I enjoy sipping a cocktail in lively
English Harbour surrounded by a mix
of 18th century buildings and incredible
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super yachts! But it’s also pretty hard to
beat the white sand beaches and turquoise
waters on the West Coast around Pearns
Point.
Why should people choose to build a
home at Pearns Point?
With outstanding panoramic sea views,
lots of privacy, plus easy access to the
island’s main attractions this development
ticks so many boxes for anyone wanting
a fantastic Caribbean home. I think that
people should choose Pearns Point if they
have a desire to enhance their lifestyle or
they are looking for a solid investment
opportunity, or both. Even during the
pandemic we saw solid capital growth in
high end developments like Pearns Point,
Reeds Point and Jumby Bay and with
demand increasing in the post-pandemic
rental market for places with privacy,
space and seclusion, requirements that
Pearns Point can absolutely meet, there
will always be opportunity for your dream
Caribbean home to start generating
revenue when you are not enjoying it
yourself. n
For more information please visit
www.PearnsPoint.com or call
Adam Gobat on +1 268 720 225.
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Ward & Co. is an interior design and architecture firm based in London.
Founded by Sarah Ward and daughter Rosie Ward, the studio is known
for delivering classic contemporary designs with a bold flair, with projects
spanning the UK and abroad, from rural Suffolk to London, to the slopes of
the Alps and the shores of the Caribbean.

Built on 35 years of experience, the studio offers an authentic,
highly personalised approach to interior design, with a deep
respect for culture and context considered through a contemporary
lens, enabling them to deliver impressive spaces that stand the test
of time.
As a family business, Ward & Co offers a unique proposition;
Sarah and Rosie’s relationship allows for maximum collaboration
and agility, and clients enjoy the combined expertise, insight and
imagination of two Creative Directors at the helm.
Not a follower of industry trends necessarily, the studio’s work
stands out from the crowd for its classical style of clean lines
and warm tones threaded with confident colour, maximising the
longevity of each project, in terms of both quality and design.
Ward & Co takes conservation, renovation and redesign projects

from conception to completion, across private client, developer
and commercial sectors, working harmoniously with planning
consultants to finish interior design projects on time and within
budget. The studio’s dedicated Interior Architects combined with
the wider team’s technical expertise in spatial planning, ensures
interior and exterior layouts are always functional and fitting, for
each unique design brief.

Ward & Co. Interiors
Michelin House, 81 Fulham Rd,
London SW3 6RD
www.wardandco.com
hello@wardandco.com
Call +44 (0)20 3667 7796

PROPERTY

BUILDING PEACE OF MIND
LOOKING TO BUILD A NEW HOME, RENOVATE OR EXTEND? CG CONSTRUCTION &
CONSULTANCY BRINGS PROFESSIONALISM, VISION AND VALUE

‘

Building a home abroad – particularly in
challenging terrain – is not for the faint
of heart.’
So reads one of a plethora of
testimonials on CG Construction’s
website where, if you were considering
doing the aforementioned, it wouldn’t be
a bad place to start your research.
The plaudit from owners of a
four-bedroom luxury villa built by
the Antigua-based firm is one of
dozens found online lauding CG’s
professionalism, integrity and value for
money.
Not only did the company support
the family “every step of the way”, its
customer service “made the whole process
as simple and pleasurable as possible”, it
concludes.
CG has created more than 50 highend homes and commercial projects
since it was established in 2004. Today, it
occupies an enviable place in the market
as one of the largest and most respected
construction companies in Antigua.
Completing works on time and within
budget on a small, imports-dependent
island is no mean feat. Creativity,
efficiency and timeliness place this
25-strong team – which includes several
highly skilled project managers – head
and shoulders above the rest.
From beachfront abodes to
mountainside hideaways – encompassing
new builds, renovations and extensions
– CG pledges to “take care, custody
and control” of every development it
undertakes.
“We do everything with the utmost
Photo: Sidekix Media
care, we take custody which means
absolute transparency and accountability,
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and we are always in control,” says CG’s
founder and managing director Paul
Smith.
“We believe that’s vital to any building
project.”
And because CG knows that realtime two-way correspondence is key to
customer satisfaction, all clients benefit
from a blog spot with photos uploaded
each day, allowing them to observe
every step of their dream project coming
to fruition. It avoids discrepancies in
communication while keeping a pictorial
record of your development journey for
posterity.
Costs are kept lower than many
competitors because CG can also take
charge of the design process, explains
British-born Paul, a qualified chartered
engineer.
“Often we find details are onerous and
unnecessarily over-specified by architects.
There’s a saying that anyone can build a
bridge, but only an engineer can build it
efficiently,” he says.
CG reduces the cost of “buildability”
– assessing designs from the perspective
of those that will manufacture,

install components and carry out the
construction works – to only what’s
required.
“We find the best solutions to
foundations, structures, suspended
elements or difficult detailing, helping the
architect to choose the right material with
the correct properties for the job. This
kind of pro-active design helps us keep
our clients’ bills as low as possible,” Paul
continues.
“Customers are welcome to come
in and see us any time at our Cobbs
Cross offices. It’s an opportunity to look
through our samples and see what they
like, as well as talk to us face to face.”
For a firm that prides itself on
expertise, state-of-the-art equipment is a
given. CG’s satellite-based instruments –
which use geographic information system
(GIS) technology – promise accuracy
to within a few millimetres in field
surveys, such as topography assessments.
“Accuracy is all-important and we can
provide the very closest results,” Paul says.
Building a home or business from the
ground up naturally comes with a number
of risks. CG offers a variety of contracts
No home should be without our new operable
outdoor louvers. This technology allows
the outside to truly become the inside. Our
interlocking automatic roofing panels close
on themselves as soon as the rain sensor
detects rain. They are fully controllable from
your phone so you can let the sun in from the
comfort of your outdoor armchair.

depending on the level of risk a client
wishes to absorb.
“We want people to feel as
comfortable as possible during the
development of their project. Risks might
be anything from a discrepancy between
drawings, to hitting rock when you were
expecting soft ground and needing to pay
for an excavator,” Paul explains.
CG offers three principle contracts.
‘Fixed price’ is where the costs are
set at the beginning and do not alter
(notwithstanding any changes the
client wishes to make along the way),
with the contractor absorbing any risks
encountered.
A ‘cost-plus’ contract is where the
client covers the project’s actual expenses
– eg labour, materials and other costs
incurred along the way. The ‘plus’ part
refers to a fixed percentage agreed on
gross costs.
“We also offer ‘fixed fee’ which is like
a management contract; we manage it all
for a fee,” Paul explains. “The customer
simply pays an agreed fee plus the
discounted costs for goods, materials and
labour that a professional contractor is
able to obtain.”
Such flexibility has paid dividends
in ensuring happy customers, like the
family who chose CG to build their new
beachside home in scenic Willoughby
Bay. To their delight, the four-bedroom
property was ready to move into in just
nine months.
“We were amazed with how quickly
and cost-effectively the project was
handled,” the owners enthused. “The build
even came in under budget and our family
is now fully enjoying life in our new
home.” n
CG Construction’s offices in Cobbs Cross
are open Monday to Friday 7.30am-6pm.
Visit www.cg-construction.com or call
+1 562-8074.

Scan code to
watch the video
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AZIMUT GRANDE 35 METRI –
ITALIAN AS A WAY OF LIFE
IF JEFF BEZOS’ RECENTLY DISCOVERED, SECRET SUPER YACHT HAS GOT YOU THINKING
YOU TOO MIGHT FANCY YOURSELF A PIECE OF THAT KIND OF ACTION, THEN THE LATEST
ADDITION TO THE AZIMUT GRANDE COLLECTION MIGHT BE RIGHT UP YOUR STREET

T

he Azimut Grande 35 metre
luxury super yacht is the height
of sophisticated and elegant
design, using cutting edge technology
borrowed from the aerospace industry to
reduce noise and ensure excellent acoustic
comfort.
Designed and built by Azimut
Yachts, a privately owned family business
at the forefront of innovation, you can
be guaranteed impeccable attention to
detail and a distinguished reputation for
providing luxury yachts with added value
that lasts over time.

Stefano Righini defined the design
concept of the exteriors, producing a
serene masterpiece of style and space. The
interiors are designed by world renowned
architect Achille Salvagni, who brings
together clean lines, streamlined shapes
and neutral colours to provide the perfect
backdrop for the featured furnishings
in exclusive materials like treated brass,
bronze and stainless steel which together
create a contemporary feel, while paying
homage to classical Italian design.
Torsten Stenzel from Azimut Antigua
is the man ready and willing to find you

the super yacht of your dreams. So we
asked him why you should purchase from
him? And why he thought the Azimut
Grande 35 Metri was so special?
“When you buy a yacht from
our dealership, you are guaranteed
comprehensive service, all the way
through construction to the delivery
of your Yacht. We also have access to
the Azimut spare parts system, with
technicians and engineers available to
solve any problems quickly and efficiently.
If you have that kind of service on Island,
with somebody always available to talk

A vessel like no other, it is undeniably the absolute pinnacle
of Italian design excellence
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to, it really does makes a big difference.
Azimut Antigua also works with local
and international charter agencies so
if you entrust the management of your
yacht to us after purchase, we can take all
the stress out of offering your yacht for
charter, and ensure a little return on your
investment.”
“The Azimut Grande 35 Metri is
the very finest example of Italian yacht
design, very modern but also utterly
timeless and produced with the highest
quality materials. It is also highly
customisable, and for a production yacht,
that is outstanding. No other yacht
builder lets you customise your yacht on
that level. What it means is that every
Azimut yacht is unique. Also there is no
other 35 meter yacht in the market that
has a private balcony for the owners suite.
Quite cool!”
The Azimut Grande 35 Metri, is a
super yacht at the top of the range in the
Grande Collection, even more impressive
(if you can imagine that) than the ones
that have come before it. A vessel like
no other, it is undeniably, the absolute
pinnacle of Italian design excellence.
So if you’re ready to enjoy your life to
it’s very fullest, get in touch with Torsten
at Azimut Antigua. There’s no better way
to start, or continue your luxury filled
adventures on the high seas. n

Features
• Portside VIP’s cabin
• Starboard side VIP’s cabin and ensuite head
• Owner’s suite on the main deck
• Meticulously designed wheel-house
• Foredeck lounge, sunbathing area and spa tub sunken into the deck
• A unique sundeck on a third level
• The side garage leaves the stern completely free for a magnificent 12 sqm 		
beach area provided by the pivoting platform expander
• Maindeck saloon with a circluar sofa layout
• Private fold out balcony in owner’s suite. A section of the full-height 		
window with a carbon fiber frame folds out, while the floor of the balcony
extends from under the cabin, resulting in an instant balcony, with no 		
obstacles to spoil the panoramic view from the owner’s suite
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INDULGE YOURSELF AT
CARLISLE BAY
THE LUXURY RESORT LOCATED AGAINST A BACKDROP OF EMERALD GREEN RAINFOREST,
OVERLOOKING WHITE SAND BEACHES AND TURQUOISE WATERS, HAS A UNIQUE BRAND OF CASUAL
LUXURY AND CALM SOPHISTICATION COMBINED WITH GENUINE WEST INDIAN CONVIVIALITY

O

n arrival, you will be welcomed
with a refreshing beverage and
a cold towel and then set up
with a sun lounger on the beach where
you will be free to enjoy some of the
non-motorised water sports on oﬀer or
simply sit back and relax as you bask in
the Caribbean sun and listen to the waves
lapping at the shore.
When you start to feel peckish, all you
have to do is decide whether you fancy a
three-course lunch at Ottimo or Indigo.
Regardless of whether you fancy freshly
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grilled seafood and salads or prefer wood
fired pizzas followed by gelato, if you don’t
fancy moving from your perfect beach
location, you have the option to dine in
the restaurant or have your meal set up on
the beach by your lounger, as you wish.
The afternoon can be spent enjoying
the tennis court and gym access included
in your day pass before dipping back into
the ocean or strolling along the beach.
Once you have worked up an appetite,
you can head back to your lounger
and enjoy afternoon tea served to your

lounger. The perfect end to the perfect day
of blissful indulgence!
A wedding day to remember
Getting married in paradise can be a
daunting idea, but the team at Carlisle
Bay are there to take all of that stress
away and help you create an event as
intimate or as extravagant as you desire.
Whether it is a simple ceremony
on their private white sand beach or an
intimate gathering in the tropical gardens
overlooking the rainforest, they will

If you are looking for something on a larger scale there are beach
banquets, delicious BBQs with live music or formal
fine dining at one of their outstanding restaurants
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be there every step of the way. Maybe
you fancy a pool side setting, or taking
advantage of one of their elegant lounge
or restaurant spaces – they are there
to make your dream wedding a reality.
They’ll even take to the ocean so that you
can enjoy a truly memorable wedding
service held on their luxury yacht. 		
Reception options can be anything:
if you are looking for something on a
larger scale there are beach banquets,
delicious BBQs with live music or formal
fine dining at one of their outstanding
restaurants. No matter your desire, a
beach wedding at Carlisle Bay will
combine style and elegance with a relaxed,
laid back ambience in a beautiful setting.
With an eye for detail and equipped
with local knowledge and access to
a network of trusted suppliers, your
wedding co-ordinators will source ﬂoral
arrangements, wish lanterns, fireworks
and much more. Anything to make your
special wedding day even more magical.
And their event organisation is not
simply limited to wedding celebrations.
Whatever it is you wish to celebrate,
Carlisle Bay can make your event an
experience to remember.
So, whether you fancy a day pass to
paradise or you’re planning an event, head
to the Carlisle Bay website or get in touch
directly for more information on how to
book. n
www.carlisle-bay.com
info@carlisle-bay.com
+1 268 484-0000
Photos by Bladesman Productions
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DAY PASS
y Three course lunch at Indigo or Ottimo
y Afternoon tea
y Use of the gym, tennis courts and all beach
amenities, including non-motorized water sports

$156 per person (inclusive of tax and service)
Upgrade to our
Spend a day in luxury and completely relax at Carlisle Bay;
enjoy a private transfer* to the resort where you will be
greeted with a refreshing drink and cold towel. Allow us
to show to your own private beach / pool lounger with
complimentary water and towels.
Unwind in and out of the water and experience the beauty
of the bay with all our non-motorised water sports (sailing,
paddle boarding, canoeing). Dine at Indigo on the Beach,
enjoying the atmosphere of our open-air dining room
overlooking the turquoise water, or alternatively at Ottimo,
our pool-side authentic Italian restaurant with wood fired
pizza oven.
After lunch you may want to pop in to the stylish Bay
Boutique and treat yourself to one of our exclusive
designs, alternatively work up a sweat and avail of the
complimentary gym and tennis courts facilities before
heading back to the beach and relaxing throughout the
afternoon. Afternoon tea will be served to your lounger to
complete your blissful day.

LUXURY DAY PASS
with the following additional indulgences:
y All beverages by the glass (not including
premium beverages)
y Signature massage at our award-winning CARA
Organic Spa or private tennis coaching session
with our in-house pro
y Carlisle Bay Beach Bag with complimentary
ESPA skincare amenities

$470 per person (inclusive of tax and service)
*Private transfers are an additional charge and quote will be
given at booking

Call our reservations team on +1 268 484 0000 or email us at
reservations@carlisle-bay.com

LIFESTYLE

TWOTONE TISSOT
PR100 SPORT CHIC

FOR HER

THE LUXE LIST
From unique boutiques to designer emporiums, Antigua
boasts a vibrant array of shopping experiences. We foraged
through a few to bring you this hand-picked selection of
must-haves and just-wants worthy of the Luxe List.

US$450

The Tissot PR 100 is a classic
watch destined to be worn often
and for every occasion. It features
the simple and elegant face this
collection is loved for, with the
pared-back aesthetic symbolising
luxury, quality and classic style.
Available at Sterlings, Heritage
Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 562-5662

A TRADITION OF BEAUTY
US$5,000

HEAD IN THE CLOUDS
Marahlago Wave Pendant US$219
Cloud Pendant US$312

Encased in sterling silver, these pendants use Larimar, a rare
blue stone found only in the Dominican Republic, to depict
the gentle swell of the Caribbean sea while clouds of white
sapphire pillows hover weightlessly above. Simple, classy, and
perfect for ocean lovers.
Available at Sterlings, Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 562-5662

This 18 Karat yellow gold Nobile
stretch multiple wrap bracelet adorned
with diamonds is handmade in Italy
by Ponte Vecchio Gioielli a jewellery
designer with a reputation for
incredible quality style and design.
Available from Abbotts Jewellery &
Perfumery, Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 462 3107

LISA NIK JEWELLERY
Necklace US$2,550
Earrings US$3,235

Expertly crafted 18K gold necklace
and earrings with kite shaped
amethyst and diamond detail.
Available from Abbotts Jewellery &
Perfumery, Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 462 3107

THIS HEART IS ON FIRE
Necklace US$1790
Eternity band starting at US$3500

Let me introduce you to the worlds most perfectly
cut diamonds. This Hearts on Fire signature circle
necklace and eternity band are now available in
Antigua.
Available at Sterlings the exclusive retailer of Hearts
on Fire
Call +1 268 562-5662
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A CHARMING LITTLE
NUMBER

Prices starting from US$45 per charm

These pandora charms are the perfect way to
remember your island adventure, and a beautiful
addition to any collection.
Available at Sterlings, Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 562 56622

NATURAL STRAW BEACH BAG
US$49

Sun ‘n’ Sand bring a little sophistication to this classic
beach day essential.
Available at Island Beach
Bums,Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 562-8881

NATURAL RAFIA SUN HAT
US$39

This gorgeous Sun ‘n’ Sand classic sunhat is the perfect addition to your summer wardrobe and
it is also available in ivory, black and olive, so maybe that’s four new additions.
Available at Island Beach Bums, Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 562-8881

KOSTA BODA
MIRAGE VASES

Large US$469 Small US$349

These striking Mirage Vases
designed with a passion for
combining classical and brand
new techniques and inspired by
the play of light in nature.
Available from Abbotts Jewellery &
Perfumery, Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 462 3107

ROSEAU
US$771

Combining simple and sophisticated style,
Longchamp has totally revamped its iconic
ROSEAU line. The smooth cowhide lends
structure and elegance, but though adorned
with the brand’s iconic bamboo clasp, this
Roseau has assumed a seventies air, vintage
but also off beat, adorning itself with a
large acetate-chain shoulder strap.
Available from Longchamp in Heritage Quay,
St John’s
Call +1 268 562-5301.

ALWAYS BEACH READY

Red Bikini US$188
Maaji Trousers US$113

Luli Fama’s fabulous resort wear combines vibrant
hues and bold prints to create outfits that’ll have
you looking good and totally ready for when a
stroll along the beach turns into a dip into the
ocean.
Available at Sunseakers, Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call + 1268 462 4523

JIMMY CHOO –
I WANT CHOO

US$98 / 3.3 fl. oz.

An ultra-feminine fragrance with notes of
mandarin and velvet peach this perfume is an
ode to all that is glamorous and alluring.
Available from Abbotts Jewellery & Perfumery,
Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 462 3107
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FOR HIM

THE LUXE LIST
READY FOR
ADVENTURE
Board Shorts US$62
Rashvest US$58

Surf, sail or swim and look good
doing it with these bold board
shorts from Billabong and this
rashvest by Sunseakers Antigua.
Available at Sunseakers, Heritage
Quay, St John’s
Call + 1268 462 4523

TISSOT POWERMATIC 80 SILICIUM
US$775

THE STREET
COLLECTION

A classic, understated design, this Tissot gentleman mens watch
has an exhibition case back which allows you to admire the
inner workings of this stylish time piece, and the Rotor is finely
engraved with the waves of time decoration.
Available at Sterlings, Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 562-5662

Decanter US$249 & Ice Bucket
US$ 149

ORREFORS decanter and ice
bucket have an outspokenly
masculine air about them and are
an absolute necessity for the bar
enthusiast!
Available at Abbotts Jewellery &
Perfumery, Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 462 3107

OBRIEN KONA
INFLATABLE STAND
UP PADDLEBOARD
PACKAGE
US$430

The Kona is O’Brien’s entry-level
ISUP package that comes with
everything you need to enjoy your
time on the water.
Available at Aqua Sports, Heritage
Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 462 3474
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OBRIEN BALLER 3
TOWABLE TUBE

US$330

With the ability to be towed from
multiple points, the O’Brien Baller 3
ensures excitement on the water.
Available at Aqua Sports, Heritage
Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 462 3474

JOHN HARDY CLASSIC
CHAIN BLACK ONYX
RING

JOHN HARDY ASLI
CLASSIC CHAIN
WITH BLACK
ONYX DOG TAG

US$650

This sterling silver ring showcases a smooth
black onyx gemstone that is accented by
intricate metalwork detailing in the signature
John Hardy Classic Chain and modern Asli
Classic Chain Link motifs.
Available from Abbotts Jewellery & Perfumery,
Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 462 3107

US$995

A finely polished black onyx inlay
is wrapped by silver links detailed
with Hardy’s iconic chain motif in
this handsome dog tag necklace.
Available from Abbotts Jewellery &
Perfumery, Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 462 3107

JEAN PAUL GAULTIER SCANDAL FRAGRANCE
US$68/50ml

A hard-hitting fragrance that creates a scandal! Intoxicating the senses and crowned
with victories, this king of the ring seduces his fans with a bang, leaving a masculine
trail contrasted by an intense woody oriental fragrance in a refillable bottle.
Available from Abbotts Jewellery & Perfumery, Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 462 3107

LONGCHAMP
BAXXI BACK PACK
US$582

A rectangular silhouette and
rounded corners, embellished
with large metallic zippers for an
additional touch of light and a
masculine look. This particularly
discreet backpack is both elegant
and functional with a padded
interior for holding your computer
and tablet.
Available at Longchamp in Heritage
Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 562-5301

JEWELLERY TIME
Starting at US$65

If you know that you are notoriously difficult to buy for, maybe
point your loved ones in the direction of this black leather,
woven leather bracelet or this sterling silver Pandora link chain
bracelet and ease the present buying pressure.
Available at Sterlings, Heritage Quay, St John’s
Call +1 268 562-5662

THE POWER OF THE WAVES
US$225

These polarised wrap sunglasses, Maui Jim Pe’ahi MJ202 get their name from
a legendary surf break on Maui’s North shore, in reverence to the power of the
waves. These durable frames are made with clarity and durability top of mind
so when you wear them you can feel both comfortable and powerful.
Available at Sterlings, Heritage Quay, St John’s
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THE HALO FOUNDATION
THE HALO FOUNDATION SPEARHEADS EFFORTS TO TACKLE MENTAL HEALTH,
YOUTH AT RISK AND BULLYING IN ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA

W

e were delighted to interview
President and Founder of The
Halo Foundation Inc., HE
Lady Sandra Williams, wife of Governor
General, HE Sir Rodney William, as she
shared more about the foundation she
holds so dear to her heart.
She started the non-profit
organization in December 2014 and
formed a voluntary Board of Directors
to manage it. The primary purpose of the
foundation is to assist the underprivileged
and vulnerable in Antigua and Barbuda,
by seeking to address some of the needs
of the current 33 charity organizations
of which Their Excellencies are patrons.
Additionally, the Halo Foundation has
initiated several projects focused on youth,
education, the environment, women and
girls, and culture and the arts.
HE Lady Sandra Williams expresses
her sincere passion for the many causes
of the foundation by highlighting its
accomplishments thus far, as well as its
future goals.
When did the foundation start and why?
The Foundation was started in 2014 after
His Excellency Sir Rodney Williams took
office. As Governor General, he became
Patron to 14 charities and uniformed
bodies. However, Her Excellency Lady
Williams thought it would be more
beneficial to have all these bodies under
one umbrella so that assistance could
be given in raising awareness of these
organizations, and donating to the various
causes when possible. With this goal in
mind, Her Excellency founded The Halo
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Foundation and put together a board of
voluntary Directors – each a professional
in his or her field. Currently, there are
a total of 33 charities under the Halo
Umbrella.
Who benefits from your work?
Generally, Halo aims to provide assistance
for the bodies under the patronage
of Their Excellencies. We also aim
to assist individuals and groups who
have a demonstrated need. Examples
of initiatives over the years include:
the provision of five full time four year
university scholarships for study in

Canada funded by Henley & Partners;
the provision of glasses, wheelchairs
and other medical supplies, as well as
funding for surgery; the provision of
several thousands of dollars worth of
new musical instruments (wind, string
and brass) and music stands to local
student; the introduction of a two-year
antibullying program in schools; the
awarding of humanitarian medals and
accolades related to culture and the arts;
the recent undertaking of an agricultural
project intended to contribute towards
the goal of self-sustenance as a nation;
the donation of required school supplies;

the upgrading of skills for art teachers
in conjunction with the Royal Drawing
School, the Jumby Bay Fund and the
Ministry of Education; the provision of
several hundreds of thousands of dollars
to assist many charities under the Halo
umbrella; the execution of an anti/suicide
workshop for teens; the provision over
$40,000 to Barbuda after the passing of
Hurricane Irma through the Antigua
and Barbuda Red Cross; the furnishing
of 10 homes in Barbuda; partnership
with the Antigua and Barbuda High
Commission in London to raise funds
for three local charities during the
pandemic; monthly grocery distribution
to the needy; environmental exercises
including clean-ups and tree planting;
sponsorship of a fitness programme
initiated by Government House for
its staff; providing supplies of rape kits
and care bags to the Ministry of Social
Transformation; repairing the roof of
a local home for girls; organizing an
exhibition and a month of activity for the
Ex-Servicemen’s Association; occasional
support for the local soup kitchen; taking
to the street in a few instances with
‘Street Pastors’ to help with the homeless;
support of the Antigua and Barbuda
exhibition at the Venice Biennale a few
years ago; providing needed items to
the Care Project such as a voice box and
a trampoline; partnering with Roberts
Construction and Dr Nick Fuller to build
a ramp at the home of a differently abled
citizen... and the list continues!
What does the foundation do?
The Foundation helps organisations
and individuals in need whenever this is
possible. In 2016, we hosted ‘Colors of
Charity’, an event that commemorated
the visit of HRH Prince Harry. In 2018,
Generation Y hosted a mental health
workshop for youth dubbed ‘Future Proof ’
and in 2021, Gen Y launched its islandwide cleanup campaign ‘Lend a Hand to
Clean the Land’.
In addition, each year the charity
hosts two major fundraisers which
support the charities under the Halo
umbrella. Music For A Cause features
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performances by local, regional, and
international performers as well a host of
culinary delights from different countries.
Wings of Charity is a Gala Dinner and
Auction which takes place every June in
London. It features a collection of unique
Antiguan pieces which are auctioned,
along with entertainment from our twinisland paradise.
This year (after a two-year Covidinduced hiatus) the Foundation will
be hosting Wings of Charity 5 – The
Platinum Jubilee Edition on June 17, at
The Royal Lancaster Hotel.
We are also fortunate to have the
support of Luxury Locations. Nadia and
Sam Dyson provide gifts for distribution
throughout the communities each
Christmas. And they come along with the
young people of Halo Generation Y to
help with the distribution, which makes it
extra special.
What are your future goals?
We are in the process of launching an
agricultural programme that will focus
on an introductory level of food security.
This pilot project has been supported to
date by both the American University of
Antigua and the Embassy of the People’s
Republic of China to Antigua and
Barbuda.
There are several more projects on
stream which will unfold in the upcoming
months – and many of them involve the
development of our youth, who represent
the future of the nation.
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What’s your proudest moment?
There is no single proudest moment
for the Foundation. Our proudest
moments are when we see the smiles and
appreciation on the faces of those we have
assisted. For us, that is and always will be
our aim.

How can people get involved?
You can check out our social media pages
as well as our website and sign up to
become volunteers, donate or participate
in particular projects.
Your contributions could help make a huge
difference in accomplishing the goals of
The Halo Foundation. We encourage you to
get involved!
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‘I’VE ALWAYS DREAMED OF PUTTING
ANTIGUA ON THE MAP’
FRESH FROM THE SUMMER OLYMPICS, NATIONAL SWIMMER STEFANO MITCHELL TELLS LUXURY
LOCATIONS MAGAZINE ABOUT FIGHTING AGAINST THE ODDS TO GET TO TOKYO, PRE-RACE RITUALS
AND WHY THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE HOME

F

or two weeks last summer, people
the world over sat transfixed
to screens, revelling in their
compatriots’ triumphs and commiserating
in their losses in everything from archery
to wrestling as the 2020 Summer
Olympics played out a year later than
planned.
Here, in Antigua and Barbuda –
which has just a fraction of the training
facilities our sporting competitors take for
granted – national pride hit an all-time
high as we watched six home-grown
athletes represent the ‘golden sun’ flag on
the global stage.
For each participant, it was the
culmination of relentless training, dogged
determination and a long-envisioned
dream.
One of them was to get an extra
special taste of stardom by achieving the
highest ranking in swimming that the
twin island nation has ever seen at an
international meet.
Stefano Mitchell was just 21 years
old when he placed fourth in heat three
of the men’s 100 metre freestyle, narrowly
missing making it into the semi-finals in
the biggest sporting event on the planet.
Stefano, from McKinnons in the north of
Antigua, was still in primary school when
he first began to show signs of prowess in
the sport.
But while our island paradise has no
shortage of waters in which to perfect
one’s stroke, Olympic-size pools are
rather more lacking.
“I grew up swimming in a 25-yard
pool using chairs as diving blocks and
ropes as lane lines,” he recalls.
It wasn’t until he was 16 that Stefano
got the chance to make a splash in an
Olympian counterpart, twice the size of
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Stefano describes the Olympics as a
“unique experience”
the pool he had become accustomed to.
With dad Wayne Mitchell as his main
coach, one thing he had easy access to was
a top-notch trainer.
Before making his Olympic debut,
Stefano represented the country at
the 2017 and 2019 World Aquatics
Championships in Hungary and South
Korea respectively.
“I learned to swim when I was about
six and developed a love for it from then
on,” he tells Luxury Locations Magazine.
“I did a lot of sports when I was
younger – golf, football – but swimming
took off for me when I was nine or 10
years old.”
Qualifying for the Olympics was a
feat like no other, with every millisecond
the difference between success and failure.
“I had to drop almost two seconds
off my race time to qualify for the 100
metres,” he says. “I was 52.3 at the
beginning of January; I raced four times
between January and June and dropped

every time until I reached 50.9.”
Wayne and Stefano worked
assiduously to fine-tune his technique.
“I have never really focused on one
event before but it worked out really well.
I got 51.6 in the race, the fastest Antigua
and Barbuda has ever achieved.
“It’s only been in the past two years
that I have been at the top of my game; I
am still learning a lot and getting better,”
Stefano imparts.
Twelve months behind schedule due
to the Covid pandemic, the 2020 Summer
Olympics finally took place from July 23
to August 8 2021.
“It was a unique experience with the
constant testing, the atmosphere and
all the rules and regulations,” Stefano
explains.
“But the village and the
accommodation were amazing. Staying
in the same area as the best athletes in
the world was incredible for me; I was
brushing shoulders with people like
Simone Biles and Novak Djokovic.
“It was a big shock to see they are just
normal people inside, despite their talent,”
he smiles.
Stefano admits to feeling
unprecedented levels of pressure as the
race drew closer.
“I had never felt that kind of pressure
before in terms of performing; I tried not
to let it floor me.
“Being there was a lifetime goal. I had
to stop every now and then and let it soak
in and realise I achieved it,” he says.
Unfortunately, the race itself did not
go quite to plan.
“At the start I broke streamline,
meaning when I entered the water my
hands fell apart. It happens so I am taking
it in my stride.

“But a few milliseconds makes a
difference and it definitely set me back a
bit,” he continues.
Stefano secured an overall position of
51.
But perhaps one of his most enduring
memories will be the camaraderie
between the six national athletes, who
also included fellow swimmer Samantha
Roberts, sprinters Cejhae Greene and
Joella Lloyd, boxer Alston Ryan and sailor
Jalese Gordon.
“Everyone was really good together,”
Stefano says. “In Antigua, we are all really
close anyway in terms of athletes.”
The Antigua and Barbuda
team shared their Olympic village
accommodation with the Brazil team.
Japan is renowned for its cutting edge
technology and innovation in design,
and the vast waterfront district created
to house 11,000 athletes made almost
as many headlines as the muted-yetpoignant opening ceremony.
Comprising 21 towers, each up to
18 storeys high, the village also boasted
a huge two-storey dining hall with 700
food options, gym and photo room.
“The bedrooms were sustainable
with cardboard mattresses which were
adjustable so you could alter the softness,”
Stefano recalls.
“It was all very spacious and a fiveminute walk to the dining area which was
massive. They had to make food to suit
everyone so there was lots of choice from
all over the world.
“They also had self-driving shuttles
to take you around the village which had
sensors and picked up markings on the
road.”
Covid restrictions put the brakes
on social time and strict rules meant
all competitors had to leave the village
within 48 hours of their event.
For many, including the Antigua and
Barbuda team, that also meant not being
able to cheer on their compatriots. They
were also denied the opportunity to tour
the vibrant city, one which some might
never get the chance to visit again.
“Taking in all the factors of Covid,
I would still say we did amazing. The

fact that we had participants at all was
massive,” Stefano continues.
“It was a big challenge for everyone
but we still put out and did our best.”
The former St Nicholas Primary
School and Island Academy student won’t
be resting on his laurels any time soon; he
now has his sights firmly set on next year’s
Commonwealth Games, followed by the
2023 Pan American Games and the 2024
Summer Olympics taking place in Paris.
Currently in his final year of a
business management degree specialising
in human resources at Plymouth
University, Stefano plans to eventually
study for a Master’s degree.
But the two years after completing
his Bachelor’s will be focused on full-time
training.
“We managed Tokyo, now we are
aiming for Paris,” he says.
In the UK, Stefano trains under
acclaimed French coach Robin Armayan.
“People often complain that Antigua
and Barbuda athletes train overseas but
the fact is you can’t get the same level of
training at home,” he reflects.
“We do have amazing coaches but the
facilities are not that good. That said, we
have come a long way and I do believe we
can produce some superstars, not just in
swimming.”
The creation of a new pool in
Longfords, registered by world governing
body for aquatic sports FINA, means
the country can now host international
swimming events for the first time.
Stefano’s competitive streak just might
be in his blood.
“Ever since I was growing up I have
been competitive,” he grins. “Getting the
chance to swim overseas and meet new
people made me love it even more.
“I like working for things and the
rewards you get when you put in the
work. Swimming has been something me
and my father have been doing together
since I was young; it keeps us close.”
Like many sporting stars, Stefano
abides by a pre-race regimen. That
includes using massage rollers to boost
circulation, wearing long pants to keep
the muscles warm, and moving slowly to

Stefano now has his sights set on the
2024 Summer Olympics in Paris
keep his heartrate low.
“I am really big into music and I listen
to it to get in the zone before a race,” he
reveals.
“As I am toning I might listen to
classical and then I up the tempo as the
race gets closer.
“Right before I get in the box I play
‘No Love’ by Eminem.
“I also wear a necklace my
grandmother gave me throughout the
day of my race and I set the background
screen on my phone to a photo of my
parents; those little things help with the
pressure.”
As for his ultimate goal, Stefano sees
himself ending up on home soil.
“I’ve always envisioned Antigua
being my home. And I really want to stay
involved in sports; if I can’t get there in
swimming I will make an impact with
coaching and organising events.
“I have always dreamed of putting
Antigua and Barbuda on the map,” he
adds. “I don’t want it to be known just for
beautiful beaches; we have so much more
than that to offer.
“If swimming can be part of it, that
would be amazing.” n
By Gemma Handy
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17 61° ARE PUTTING
THEIR UNIQUE SPIN ON THINGS
THIS MUCH LOVED ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA BASED BAND TALK TO LUXURY LOCATIONS
MAGAZINE ABOUT THE UNDENIABLE CHEMISTRY THEY SHARE, JUGGLING MUSIC WITH
THEIR DAY JOBS AND HOW THEY FOUND A MUSICAL OUTLET DURING LOCKDOWN

A

s their band name is the first part
of the longitude and latitude
to pin point Antigua and
Barbuda on the world grid and their logo
incorporates the colours of the national
flag, if we were to say they were proud of
their roots, you may be inclined to think
that statement a touch obvious…
Formed in 2011, Mark, Larry, Jemal,
Jonathan. Kimmy and Zan make up this
talented band of musicians who provide
music for any occasion, any where on the
island, in the Caribbean and beyond. They
also work as a local support band for tours
or events coming to their beloved dual
island nation of Antigua and Barbuda.
We talked to them about their
experiences playing together over the
last ten years and Mark kicked it all off
by telling us how they got started; “I
wanted to put the band together back
in 2010 when I had the idea of creating
a professional working band with good
musicians so that if anyone was booking
a live performance we could guarantee
professionalism, and reliability and the
versatility to adapt to whatever type
of music was being played. We started
auditioning early 2011 which is how we
all met and we’ve become great friends
over the last ten years.”
When we asked them to tell us their
favourite thing about being in the band
they were full of love for each other and
the music they play. “The other band
members, are all amazing individuals.”
Mark tells us, “and this makes a strong
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foundation for the band to be able to go
out there and give the best performance
possible. When you have musicians
that don’t get along with each other or
there are problems within the band or a
session musician coming in, it’s never the
same. If you’re all really good friends the
foundation is so strong you can go out
there you can laugh and joke, you give a

really good performance and everyone
has a good night.” Zan was quick to agree
with Mark’s sentiment; “Yes, for me it’s
the family dynamic and the undeniable
chemistry we share with each other.”
Kimmy talked about her love of
singing, “I get to do what I love, which
is singing. I get to sing a lot of different
genres of music and at the same time I’m
entertaining people and making their
party, wedding, whatever event they’re
attending so much more worthwhile,
so I think it’s a combination of that.”
And Jonathan spoke about his love for
the versatility of the band; “We play
every genre of music and even if it’s
something we’re not accustomed to
playing we still take it on and challenge
ourselves and because of that it’s always
a learning process.” As did Larry; “I love

playing different genres and I get to do
that with 17 61°. Also, some genres I
wasn’t comfortable playing before, I am
comfortable with now because the band
does them.” And Jemal agreed that;
“Learning and performing a wide range
of genres is a really fun experience.”
In terms of their musical influences
Jemal mentioned Diana Krall, Israel &
New Breed, Erykah Badu and Switchfoot
and Jonathan referenced the modern jazz
guitarists Norman Brown, and George
Benson as being strong influences on his
style of playing. Zan’s influences included
Yolanda Adam, Toni Braxton, Chaka
Khan, Diana King, and New Edition
and Mark brought a pretty eclectic
set of names to the table, with bands
like The Foo Fighters, Red Hot Chilli
Peppers, and Nirvana, as well as Coldplay,
Rihanna, and Dua Lipa. Larry talked
about the benefits of having such a variety
of musical influences; “I think that we as
a band are fortunate to have musicians
who have different interests musically.
There are people who like RnB, jazz and
rock and all of that comes through in
the music.” It certainly does make for a
unique sound, one that Kimmy explains
further; “Whether it’s pop, reggae, any

song in our set despite the genre, we have
our own sound, we have our own style,
the vocals coming together, myself, Zan
and the band members, and we put our
own touches on whatever selection we
do.”

If you’re all really good friends the
foundation is so strong you can go
out there you can laugh and joke,
you give a really good performance
and everyone has a good night.
Mark also speaks on the band’s ability
to be versatile; “We can change within the
performance to suit the occasion and 17
61° for sure has a unique sound and style
of our own, so we can make the songs
our own and during a performance if we
feel like we need to change slightly and
move into a different genre we can do
that immediately and we’re very good at
it. Also we join our songs, so there’s no
breaks, we just continue the party.”
This uniqueness and versatility is no
doubt a large part of the reason why 17
61° have continued to grow their success
over the last ten years to become one of
the most desirable bands on island and

beyond. With a fan so taken with the
band after seeing them perform at Shirley
Heights while holidaying in Antigua,
they booked them for their fourth of July
party back home in Connecticut. Kimmy
describes it as her favourite gig; “The
client actually flew us out, put us up in
a hotel and when we performed on the
night, it was such a great, energetic gig
but also eye opening to see the acceptance
and appreciation not only in Antigua but
also abroad.”
The larger gigs during Sailing Week,
including the RORC prize giving event
and the Neon Rave in particular have
become firm favourites among the band
members, which Jonathan explains is
largely to do with, “the response from
the crowd and the whole atmosphere
of the event.” But when Larry and
Mark mention their appearances at Al
Porto restaurant the whole band seem
to hold a special place in their heart for
these smaller, more intimate gigs, where
they are given the musical freedom to
experiment.
Many of the band are juggling day
jobs alongside being part of the band,
so we asked them about that experience.
“It’s always a challenge working nine to
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five and then having to do gigs in the
evening.” Jonathan tells us, “But because
of the love that the musicians have in 17
61°, we rise above that. Some nights we
might be tired but by the time we start
playing together, the time just goes and
we just pull the energy from the crowd
and it just works.” Larry identifies the
root cause of his stress and how he deals
with it; “I think it is tough because I’d
rather be playing music all day. But I try
to squeeze time out of my day, every day,
to play. If I can play something, rehearse
something, every day, then I can just
keep my mind massaged with the music.”
And Kimmy had a very positive attitude
towards the whole situation; “Juggling
music and working full time isn’t so bad,
it’s therapeutic in a way to have an outlet
to relieve stress by doing something that
you love.”
When we asked them about the worst
gigs they’d experienced together as a
band, aside from a smashed toe incident
which Jemal assured us was too long and
painful a story to get into and a wedding
reception where Mark told us the band
and the equipment ended up getting
completely soaked in torrential rain,
complaints were few and far between.
“I honestly can’t think of a bad gig that
we’ve had.” said Kimmy, “Most of the
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time because of the energy that the band
brings, we transfer that energy to the
crowd, so it’s not a case of waiting for the
energy to transfer to us, we’re still having
fun and every gig that’s what we try to
do, we try to have fun. Because that’s how
music works, you have to feel the vibe and
the crowd needs to feel that vibe coming
from us first.”

It is very clear that this band
have a special bond and a truly
inspiring creative connection, one
that will surely keep them going
for at least another ten years if
not more
At the peak of the pandemic, when
there were no live music events allowed,
we asked 17 61° how they coped with
not being able to perform live gigs. The
responses to be honest, were just as we
expected, that it was difficult and at times
depressing, and isolating, but nevertheless,
each member of the band found a way
to express themselves musically in some
way, during the lockdown. Whether it
was playing and arranging song covers
and posting on social media, playing
jazz with friends, spending time in the
recording studio or rehearsing at home

and sharpening up skills or exploring
new ones, each of them found a way to
continue playing, with Jemal summing it
up best; “Live events or not, music must
play!”
When we finally asked them what
they love about playing in Antigua, of
course they mentioned the natural beauty
all around them, and the fact that a beach
is never more than fifteen minutes away,
but they also talked about the spirit of the
island. The holiday atmosphere, and the
warm and welcoming local community
full of friends and fans they have made
over the years, had Mark declaring that
he certainly wouldn’t want to be based
anywhere else. And Kimmy summed it all
up nicely; “Antigua is a beautiful place, I
love my tropical climate, I love my people,
we are a close knit community, so it’s sort
of like family everywhere you go.”
So what are their plans for the
future?! Same thing, but more of it and
even better than before is the general
consensus! Larry says; “ I would love to
see us with a larger repertoire, a stronger,
stronger, stronger force to be reckoned
with.” and Mark is confident they will be
maintaining their place “at the forefront
of live musical talent and at the top
of our game in Antigua and hopefully
internationally.”
Mark finishes the interview by telling
us how proud he is of the band, but that
is already so very clear from the way he
talks about his fellow band mates and
their experiences together. The fact that
ten years after those very first auditions
they are still playing with their original
line up is extremely impressive! It is very
clear that this band have a special bond
and a truly inspiring creative connection,
one that will surely keep them going for
at least another ten years if not more.
So, next time you find yourself in
Antigua, make sure you catch one of 17
61° upcoming gigs or if you’re looking to
bring a little Antiguan spirit to your own
private event on or off island, get in touch
with this musical powerhouse directly.
These party makers will have you up, out
of your seats and dancing till dawn if you
let them! n

LIFESTYLE

ART GALLERY THAT
CREATES A SCENE
Gilly Gobinet’s enchanting space stirs the senses and captivates the soul

S

et among tropical gardens
overlooking a seductive seascape,
Gilly Gobinet’s working Art
Gallery offers scenes as pretty as a picture.
And that’s before one even begins to
browse the delightful paintings on display.
Inside, one wall is devoted to a series
of abstract watercolour nudes, another to
an effervescent collection of bougainvillea
and lilies tenderly recreated in acrylic.
Interspersed throughout, haughty
flamenco dancers kick up their heels
before an exquisitely depicted audience of
doe-eyed canines.
In the kitchen, cartoon rastas vie for
position among pictures of pineapples,
chattel houses and classic yachts. And
in the bathroom, a papier mache clown
offers visitors lavatory paper with one tiny
scarlet hand.
In the background, the effortless
timbre of Mozart adds one final
whimsical flourish.
Barely a square foot of Gilly’s gallery
found in a charming Fitches Creek street
– a short drive from the international
airport – has been excluded from this
bacchanalia of colour and canvas. Handpainted murals adorn exterior walls and
even the periphery of the swimming pool.
“Inspiration is never lacking when
you’re surrounded by all of this,” she says
brightly, gesturing towards the ocean
which abuts a stretch of unrestrained flora

Scan code to
watch the video

where bananaquits shrill contentedly as
they forage.
Anyone wishing to browse Gilly’s
sundry creations will be treated to a full
tour of the property, beginning with the
gaily embellished hallway before heading
into the bathroom which houses 42 pieces
alone. Hundreds more original works
and prints – all of which are for sale –
bedeck the interior rooms, verandah and
courtyard. The latter is where Gilly can
usually be found at work, brush in hand.
“Most artists are recognisable by one
specific style but I am extremely versatile,”
she says. “I can do anything from
cartoons, to delicate pen and ink, to very
detailed or loose watercolour and acrylic –
practically anything anyone asks me to.”
While most of the pieces exhibited
are the result of her own impulse, much of
Gilly’s work is commissioned, particularly
her portraits of pet dogs and cats for
which she donates 10 per cent to local
animal charity PAAWS. Nearly all her
paintings are suitcase-friendly, or can be
shipped already stretched or rolled into a
tube for convenience. Greetings cards and
postcards are also available.
British-born Gilly, who has lived in
Antigua since 1984, adds: “What I love
most is the feeling of achievement when
you’ve created something you love – and
you hope others will too.” n
Photos by Lucy Tulloch

Gilly with one of her dogs
Visitors can drop in 9am to 1pm Mondays
to Fridays or by appointment.
Visit www.gillygobinet.com
email gillygobinet@me.com
or call or WhatsApp +1 268 464-6084.
Visa and MasterCard accepted.
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FEATURE

BUILDING YOUR DREAM HOME IN
THE CARIBBEAN... DO YOU DARE?!
BUYING A PLOT OF LAND AND BUILDING A HOME IN THE CARIBBEAN IS THE BEST WAY TO GET
EXACTLY WHAT YOU WANT, IT IS ALSO A VERY EFFECTIVE WAY TO ADD VALUE TO YOUR INVESTMENT,
PARTICULARLY IN ANTIGUA.

N

ew homes designed with a
modern, contemporary feel are
not readily available in Antigua
so once built they can be sold at a
premium.
Sure, it can feel like a daunting
endeavour, but it really is easier than you
might think. Especially in Antigua and
Barbuda where the Luxury Locations
team are there to help you every step of
the way.
First they will find you the right piece
of land, and then they will help you to
build your dream home! Owners Nadia
and Sam Dyson, have lived and worked in
Antigua for over 17 years and have built
up a network of trusted professionals who
they can recommend to their clients, to
ensure good service and a quality build.
So you simply choose your location and
let them help you figure out the rest.
Sarah and Carl Turpin did just that.
They found their plot of land, and custom
designed their dream holiday home in the
Reeds Point development on the beautiful
twin island nation of Antigua & Barbuda.
Luxury Locations chatted to Sarah about
their experience and how much they love
their new home.
Why did you pick Antigua?
We chose Antigua because, we’ve been to
several different islands in the Caribbean,
and it just stood out as being particularly
beautiful, we love the general way of life
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and the way the people are really relaxed
and friendly and we just really engaged
with it. It’s also an easy flight from the uk
which is a bonus.
What made you choose Reeds Point?
Reeds Point just has the most spectacular
views. It’s just wide open sea and when
you look down at it, it’s just like moving
art, the clarity changes and the shades of
blue and that’s why we chose it, we fell in
love with it the first time we walked up
there.
How did you come up with the name of
your new holiday home?
The first time Carl and I visited the site
the air was actually full of lovely white
butterflies and so Villa Papillon (the latin
for butterfly) was born, it was that simple.

What were you aiming for in terms of
the feel of the house?
Whilst we wanted the exterior to be a
contemporary version of the Caribbean
style we were in some ways restricted by
the lay of the land, because it’s on such a
steep slope. We wanted a vibe of warmth
and comfort going through the house
so we’ve gone for fairly warm tones and
stone colours, co-ordinated with the floor
and kept that consistent throughout while
keeping individuality in each space with
the furnishings and art which is all quite
vibrant and joyful.
Tell us a bit about the furnishings and
features of the house
Generally we used Chelsea Harbour
Design Centre in London who are
the suppliers we use for our interior

design practice; Ward & Co. Interiors.
So because we already knew a lot of
the ranges, to draw upon all of that
knowledge when doing our own property
was really useful. All the joinery was
also specifically designed by us for the
property and made by our suppliers in the
UK.

We wanted a vibe of warmth
and comfort going through
the house
The superb lighting design was done
by Sally Storey and John Cullen Lighting,
with many of our lamps and shades
coming from Pooky lighting and Porta
Romana. The main items of furniture
are by Timothy Oulton. The fabrics are
from a variety of suppliers at different
price levels, including Mark Abbott at
Abbott and Boyd, de La Cuona, Osborne
& Little and then John England for
the Irish Linen. All the cushions are
from Timorous Beasties. Rugs from the
Natural Rug Company and
then finally there are some antique pieces
mixed in with all the new furnishings,
which blend together seamlessly.
The kitchen is from Extreme Design
who we work with all the time in our
design practice. All of the tiles in all six
bathrooms are from Fired Earth. We
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chose them for the colour palette and
the texture and because they were just
so calming. We’ve used the same tiles on
the floor throughout the whole property
and then chosen a feature tile for each
bathroom to make them individual. All
the bathrooms have got ambient, warm
light, around the mirrors to light up the
face and then directional spot lights on
the feature tiles at the back of the shower
walls. If you go into the room at night the
vanity units are under lit and they light up
to show you the way in the dark.
What is your favourite part of your new
home?
It’s hard to say what my favourite part is,
but certainly the views from the master
bedroom are outstanding. I also think that
when we’re with a group of close friends
and family around the pool area, because
we’ve got that outside bar built, with
the music and television, and the lovely
lighting out there, that’s going to be a
great place to meet and talk.
How did you find the building process?
The house was designed by Rawdon
Turner and although it is always hard to

manage something from far away, we’re
nearly there now and we love the result.
When finding the teams to work with, we
tried to use local as much as possible and
engaging with the local businesses meant
we got to learn more about the ways of
the country and the culture. Because of
our business we were very organised with
drawings and able to submit those in
good time and we were also able to decide
what we could or couldn’t do locally.
Although we did bring a lot of things on
island, with Covid in the way that was
something we just had to accept.
And finally, what advice would you give
to other people looking to build their
own property in Antigua?
When they do find the plot that they
want, my advice would be to really
check the topography of where they’re
going to build and to have a soil survey
done. I would also make sure that they
understand that things do take longer. For
us the lay of the land needed a lot of steel
and concrete but also goods take longer to
arrive on island, so there are natural delays
along the way, and you really need to take
onboard the restrictions. n

About the property
Villa Papillon is located within the
Reeds Point development, and covers
8,500 square foot. There are six luxury
bedroom suites in the property, a spacious
living area, fully equipped kitchen and
large dining areas both inside and out.
Terraced gardens surround the place and
there is a Yoga deck slash sunset terrace,
an infinity pool with a dedicated pool
deck, an outside bar with TV and music
system built and all of it facing West for
spectacular ocean views and breathtaking
sunsets.
Villa Papillon is available for rent
from January 2022. If you are interested
in buying land and building your own
custom designed holiday home, Luxury
Locations also represent an array of
amazing plots available now in Antigua.
Hillside plots within gated communities
from US$595,000 for ¼ acre, 1 acre
beach front plots from US$1.6M at
Galleon Beach and harbour side plots in
Jolly Harbour from US$300,000. Check
out Luxury Locations website for more
details.
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PROPERTY

SO YOU’VE CHOSEN YOUR
PERFECT PROPERTY? WHAT NOW?
HAVING MADE THE LEAP INTO THE CARIBBEAN PROPERTY MARKET, YOU ARE ALL SET FOR TRANQUIL
HOLIDAYS AND WINTER SUNSHINE, WITH ROOM FOR FAMILY AND FRIENDS TO VISIT YOU IN
PARADISE. NO MORE DRY TURKEY AND WOOLLY JUMPERS AT CHRISTMAS FOR YOU MY FRIEND;
IT WILL BE RUM PUNCH ON THE BEACH, SWIMMING IN THE BALMY CARIBBEAN SEA AND WATCHING
THE SUNSET AS YOU CELEBRATE THE FESTIVE SEASON.

B

ut what about the rest of the year?
Although many of us would like
to be on holiday 365 days a year,
reality negates this possibility, and many
of our clients return to their country of
origin for a significant portion of the year.
So what happens to your dream home
from home when you are thousands of
miles away? Who will look after your
beautiful new property and keep it
pristine, so that you can enjoy the perfect
“White (sand) Christmas” on your return?
Good property management is key.
It allows you to enjoy the fruits of your
purchase while also giving you a return
on your investment. All the while giving
you the peace of mind that any and all
emergencies will be dealt with in a timely
manner giving you full transparency when
it comes to your property maintenance
costs and income.
With our in house booking team
and network of affiliates we are able to
manage all your Airbnb and guest holiday
rentals, from initial enquiry, meet and
greet, through to departure, and then
chase reviews and feedback from guests to
ensure even more bookings the following
year. Villa Management will do all the leg
work on your behalf in order to manage
and grow your holiday rental business.
Remote ownership will never be
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without its difficulties, there is no
substitute for being at the property
in person so that you can see exactly
what happens after a pipe bursts and
speak directly with the plumber on site.
However with photographic property
checks and financial statements being
sent at the beginning of each month, our
property owners have a very clear insight
as to what the status of their property is at
any point in time.
We cannot guarantee there will never
be any emergency maintenance issues or
hiccups along the road, however we can
assure all our owners that we will provide
clear and concise communication if any
problems do arise.
With a designated team of
professional property managers we
are always available to speak with our
owners to discuss their property and the
overall status of their home, guests stays,
future bookings, maintenance, taxes or
any other aspects that may be required.
Emergencies are also dealt with through
our 24/7 emergency line for guests and
owners so we are never more than a
phone call away.
But you don’t need to just take our
word for it, Villa Management Ltd has
been managing property in the Caribbean
for the past fifteen years, and has
consistently remained one of the largest
and most trusted property management
companies in Antigua. To further attest to
the quality of our service you only need to
look to our client retention, with some of
our owners having remained with us for
the best part of a decade. n

VILLA MANAGEMENT
“We’re here so you don’t have to be”
Call +1 268 562 8174 or email Info@Villa-Management-Antigua.com
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PROPERTY MARKET UPDATE

T

he past two years of worldwide
lockdowns aimed to prevent the
further spreading of the Covid
19 virus have affected many different
industries. They have caused businesses
to scale back on operations and move to
hybrid working models in order to survive
through the pandemic. For some, mostly
small independent businesses the losses
suffered were so great that temporary
closures eventually turned into permanent
closure.
For obvious reasons, the tourism
industry has been one of the sectors most
affected. Non-essential travel bans though
eventually relaxing as the pandemic was
brought under control meant hotels and
holiday rental properties were hard hit.
And now that things are finally opening
up there are new standard measures to
be implemented to increase hygiene and
promote social distancing which although
essential to ensure customer safety do
ultimately increase costs to businesses that
are already struggling.
That being said, great challenges,
can also force businesses to adapt and
change and think outside the box in order
to make them more resistant to further

complications and restrictions. Ultimately
the tourism industry has turned out to be
much more buoyant and resilient than first
expected.
Despite the dip in tourist activity,
we have actually seen a very significant
increase in interest in the Antiguan
property market. With a record number
of sales to non-nationals in 2020 and
2021 some of which were purchased
sight unseen, something unheard of
pre-pandemic. And it is not just Antigua
seeing this increase, but all across the
Caribbean they have been experiencing a
sales boom.

Now that the world is beginning
to open up there is a new found
appreciation for our freedom to
travel the world and buyers are
more determined than ever to
ensure that they have their very
own slice of paradise to escape to.
Much of this market interest seems to
have been generated by the very thing that
caused the market to contract significantly

Despite the dip in tourist activity, we have actually seen a very
significant increase in interest in the Antiguan property market.
With a record number of sales to non-nationals in 2020 and 2021
some of which were purchased sight unseen, something unheard of
pre-pandemic.
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– lockdown. 2020 and much of 2021 felt
for many, like lost years, but as the world
stood still and people stayed at home,
waiting, they had time to think about what
they wanted from their lives, and reassess
what was most important to them.
Now that the world is beginning to
open up there is a new found appreciation
for our freedom to travel the world and
buyers are more determined than ever
to ensure that they have their very own
slice of paradise to escape to. With very
few sales occurring in 2020 we now find
ourselves with plenty of properties ready
to sell and plenty of buyers looking to
purchase, which any real estate agent will
know, is the perfect storm. Both parties,
those wishing to enter the property market
and those wishing to leave, are keen to
move ahead as quickly as possible. n
It has never been a better time to explore
your desire to own a property in the
Caribbean. So, for further information, get
in touch and let us help you find the perfect
property to suit your needs and budget.
Contact us at info@LuxuryLocations.com
or see our website at
www.LuxuryLocations.com

THE PROPERTY HANDBOOK
THE ROAD TO OWNERSHIP
SIX SMALL STEPS TO BUYING PROPERTY
IN ANTIGUA...
STEP 1: CHOOSING AN AGENT
Identifying the right realtor to guide you
through the buying process is crucial.
With a combined four decades’ experience
in the local property market, the friendly,
efficient and professional Luxury
Locations team can help make finding
your ideal abode a fruitful and enjoyable
experience.
STEP 2: VIEWING PROPERTIES
The next stage is for us to determine your
specific requirements: is your dream home
beachfront or hillside? Does it have a pool
or garden? How many bedrooms should it
have? And what is your investment range?
We will then suggest various properties
for you to look at online and arrange a
time to take you to see them.
STEP 3: FINDING THE ONE YOU
LOVE
With an extensive portfolio from snug
holiday hideaways to plush palatial
estates, we’re confident it won’t be long
before you’re head over heels in real estate
love. You can then submit an offer and
we will negotiate on your behalf, ensuring
you the best possible deal for your money.
Once the offer is accepted, a deposit will
be needed to reserve the property; usually
this is five per cent of the property price.
STEP 4: THE LEGAL PROCESS
Now come the all-important legalities
for which we can put you in touch with a

reputable lawyer. Their fee is between one
and two per cent of the purchase price,
half of which will be required upfront.
The seller’s lawyer will then draw up a
draft contract. Once both parties are
happy with the fine print, a 10 per cent
deposit of the property price is due
(minus the reservation deposit already
paid). That will be held safely in an escrow
account.
STEP 5: NON-CITIZEN’S
LICENCE
Non-nationals buying a home need
a non-citizen’s licence which our
recommended lawyers can handle for you.
It costs seven per cent of the purchase
price and can take up to three months
to acquire but it’s a pretty seamless
process and 99 per cent of applicants are
approved. Stamp Duty of two point five
per cent is paid on closing.
STEP 6: COMPLETION
The remaining 90 per cent of the property
price is owed upon completion of the deal.
Finally, there’s the transfer of the title
deeds making you the official owner. Now
all that’s left for you to do is settle in and
enjoy your new home. Or, for maximum
return on your investment, enter it into
the rental programme and allow our sister
company Villa Management to take care
of it for you.

LUXURY
L O C A T I O N S
E S T A T E

A G E N T S

AND FINALLY…
Have you considered citizenship by
investment?
For the savvy investor, a second passport
can spawn a wealth of advantages
including visafree travel and
international tax
planning. In 2013,
Antigua & Barbuda
became the latest
nation to offer a route
for citizenship by
investment. But while other jurisdictions
offer something ostensibly comparable,
few make it as speedy, seamless or
affordable as our twin island paradise.
One avenue for gaining an Antigua
& Barbuda passport is a minimum
US$400,000 purchase in a governmentapproved real estate project. Successful
applicants are not required to sacrifice
their current citizenship. They also
benefit from exemption from a number
of local taxes, including personal income,
net worth, gift tax and estate duty. In
addition, they enjoy visa-free travel
to around 130 countries worldwide,
including the UK, Canada, Hong Kong,
Singapore, and Europe’s borderless
Schengen area.
Our friendly and professional team
can guide you through every step of the
process. n
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

Villa Sunset, Sugar Ridge

Price on request
Villa Sunset is an exceptional three bedroom villa of classic Caribbean design situated
on top of a private lush hillside within the Sugar Ridge residential development. It
boasts spectacular panoramic views that stretch across Jolly Harbour, over the turquoise
Caribbean sea and all the way to the islands that inhabit the horizon. Finished and
furnished to very high specifications the three detached king size bedroom suites are all
equally spacious and enjoy their own privacy, while still having easy access to the main
pavilion, linked by covered terraces. Each bedroom has stunning natural toned vaulted
ceilings, ceiling fans, air-conditioning, and luxurious en-suite bathrooms laid with chic
limestone and full body showers.
The main pavilion opens onto the al fresco dining area, outdoor living areas and the pebble
lined infinity pool. The veranda offers comfortable shaded seating and the sun lounger area
provides the perfect spot to catch some rays before dipping into the refreshing infinity pool.
If peace and tranquillity and close proximity to some of the island’s finest beaches is what
you are after, then this is the perfect spot for you. This beautiful property has generated
an exceptional amount of rental income for the current owners, and is not simply a
spectacular holiday home it is also a lucrative investment opportunity.

3

3.5
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

Harbour Blue, Jolly Harbour

US$6,000,000
This magnificent beachfront property is located
at the North end of Jolly Harbour, one of the
most exclusive locations on the island, and most
popular holiday resorts. This stunning three
bedroom (with the potential for four bedroom)
luxury villa is the absolute pinnacle of beach
front living. With direct access to the beach via a
path through your spacious outdoor living space,
and access to the harbour from the dock by the
stand-alone boat house and living quarters, this is
the perfect spot for yacht lovers and beach lovers
alike.
Harbour Blue was designed and built by local
architect and general contractor, Rawdon Turner.
The distinct and unique furniture and accessories
like the elaborate and inventive shell chandeliers
are all included with the property. These glorious
one-of-a kind pieces were selected specifically
for Harbour Blue by award winning designer and
author, Phoebe Howard and stylist/stager, Kristi
Holetz.
A traditional beach theme colour palette
focussing on blue and white creates the basis for
this light, bright and cheerful property. High
ceilings and plenty of space combined with clean
lines create a neutral backdrop of casual elegance,
which is then punctuated with rustic fixtures
and furnishings in wicker, shell, ceramics and
distressed wood that together, work beautifully
to form this impressive but also inviting beach
retreat.
The landscape design was created to extend the
beach theme, but also enhance privacy. There is a
pool, manicured gardens, and both covered and
uncovered casual lounge areas so you can relax in
or out of the sun, or move between both as you
enjoy the outstanding views.
The property sits perfectly within
its surrounding environment as design
considerations strive to ensure the outside setting
bridges perfectly with the inside décor. The
landscape design incorporates local plants and
palm trees which are low maintenance, and an
automated irrigation system has been installed for
ultimate ease and peace of mind.

3
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Tamarind Hills B4

US$1,695,000
This beautifully presented, fully furnished, three-bedroom townhouse is set on the water’s edge within
the first class Tamarind Hills development on the southwest coast of Antigua. Split over three levels
this fabulous home provides luxurious and functional living spaces all finished to an extremely high
standard. The ground floor features a fully fitted kitchen with stylish, contemporary appliances and
a large open plan living area. Vast floor-to-ceiling glass doors flood the space with natural light and
frame the magnificent sea views. The living room leads out onto a glorious sun patio complete with
infinity plunge pool; the perfect spot to soak up the magnificent panoramic views.
The second floor of this townhouse provides two well-sized guest bedrooms, both with en-suites
and rainfall showers.
The entire upper level of the property houses a stunning master suite, offset by a beautiful vaulted
ceiling. It has a deep soak bathtub and a large walk-in wardrobe.
This property benefits further from its end-terrace position, affording an extra patio with
inbuilt barbecue.Tamarind Hills is just minutes away from some of Antigua’s finest restaurants and
attractions. Nearby Jolly Harbour has an array of amenities including boutique shops, supermarket,
golf course, gym, bank and pharmacy.

3

3.5
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

Pimento Villa

US$465,000
This beautiful Caribbean style villa is situated in the Harbour View development adjacent to the
Jolly Harbour resort with its vast range of amenities. Located on the west coast of Antigua the
villa is perfectly positioned to take full advantage of some of the islands most spectacular beaches
including the stunning Darkwood beach and the 2 mile long picture perfect Jolly beach where
you’ll find a large range of water sports available as well as the extremely popular beach bar;
Castaways.
The villa itself is set on 9000sqft of land with the house covering approximately 2000sqft. The villa
has been tastefully decorated and furnished, includes a fully fitted modern kitchen and has been
fitted with hurricane shutters and air-conditioning throughout.
The master bedroom has en-suite facilities plus a further two guest/family bathrooms. The open
plan living area is bright and spacious with patio doors opening onto a covered outdoor dining
area which in turn leads onto a generous sized deck complete with swimming pool. Set amidst an
array of palm trees and tropical plants it is the perfect setting for an afternoon of relaxation or an
evening meal watching one of the many breathtaking Antiguan sunsets.

4
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

The Great House, Mercers Creek Bay,
St Peter’s
US$5,000,000
Blissfully private, The Great House overlooking Mercers Creek
Bay is truly a lost treasure hidden amongst 26 acres of well
preserved, unspoiled tropical gardens. Situated on an elevated
position means it boasts a commanding view over the creek,
the ocean and all the way over to Guana Island beyond. It
also benefits from the islands cooling trade winds, creating a
sanctuary from the ever-reliable Antigua sunshine.

This main house consists of four spacious bedrooms, an
impressive games room, an open entrance hallway, a grand
drawing room with views of the gardens, and a stunning
chandelier-clad dining room. There is plenty of space for
outdoor living, with balconies, terraces and patios leading off
the buildings and other lounge areas nestled within the grounds
along with avenues of palm trees filled with bird song.
Two new garden cottages were built in the grounds in 2019,
each of them comprising of two luxury suites. The original sugar
mill, with many features still intact, stands tall on the property
and further buildings are located throughout the grounds.
Previously converted into a boutique hotel, this property can
either continue to be operated as such, be returned to private
residences or even used for commercial purposes. With 26 acres
of land, there is plenty of potential for further development.

11
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Villa 229D, Jolly Harbour

US$485,000
This beautifully refurbished 2 bedroom waterfront villa
is situated on the South Finger of Jolly Harbour, in one
of the island’s most desirable holiday destinations. The
lovely master bedroom comes complete with an en-suite
bathroom and the additional twin bedroom has its own
detached bathroom. Both rooms are spacious and benefit
from high ceilings and patio doors which open out onto
private balconies. There is a streamlined kitchen, fully
equipped with an integrated cooktop and dishwasher
plus a pantry for extra storage and a laundry room.
The open plan living space leads out to a covered patio
area which then continues down a few steps onto the
25ft finger pier with boat dock. There is also a private
driveway which may accommodate two golf carts or one
vehicle for off-road parking.

2
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One Bedroom Ocean View Villa, Tamarind Hills

Price on request
Nestled on the headland of the stunning Tamarind Hills this one bedroom luxury suite
boasts stunning panoramic ocean views which you can enjoy from the privacy of your
very own private jacuzzi! A clean, contemporary style is fused with traditional Caribbean
design and this stunning apartment comes complete with a large driftwood style four
poster bed and carefully selected furnishings, fixtures and fittings embracing a variety of
textures and materials.

1

1
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Villa 428E, Jolly Harbour

US$485,000
Villa 428E is a two storey, two-bedroom waterfront property located on the North Finger
in the gated community of Jolly Harbour.
The villa has been fully refurbished throughout. The ground floor is open plan with
a new fitted kitchen with stainless steel appliances, dining area and lounge. From the
lounge area there is access through the large glass sliding doors to the partially shaded
waterfront terrace, perfect for al fresco dining or lounging in the Caribbean sun and
admiring the views of the marina and its stunning sunsets. There is also a laundry room,
store and washroom on the ground floor.
On the upper floor there are two good sized bedrooms each with en-suite and fitted
wardrobes. The master bedroom has a comfortable king size bed and doors opening to a
private balcony with views of the waterway and boating activities on the marina as well
as the stunning sunsets. The second bedroom is comfortably furnished with twin beds.
The property has air-conditioning and ceiling fans.

2

2.5
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Villa Azura,
Long Bay
US$2,700,000
A sprawling three
bedroom luxury villa
sitting on 1.8 acres of
land, situated on Antigua’s
stunning east coast,
boasting unobstructed
views of the crystal
clear Caribbean sea.
Beautifully landscaped
tropical gardens, stunning
infinity pool, al fresco
gazebo-covered dining
area, expansive sundeck,
and a private terrace
above the verandah,
perfect for evening
cocktails, sunbathing or
stargazing.

3

3

Villa Champagne, Galley
Bay Heights
From US$3,450,000
A spectacular tropical getaway located
within an exclusive gated community,
boasting magnificent sea views from all
rooms and just a short walk from the
beach. This five-bedroom home has high
ceilings, open beams and contemporary
muted tones for a sophisticated island-style
charm and has a private gym, swimming
pool, two-car garage and multiple outside
relaxation and dining areas.

5

6

Villa Waves, English Harbour
US$2,995,000
A stunning six-bedroom, six-bathroom luxury
villa with underground parking, infinity pool and
a variety of outdoor spaces overlooking Clarence
House, Shirley Heights, and Nelsons Dockyard.
Occupying a half-acre site Villa Waves is a wise
investment choice with strong holiday rental
potential and space to develop an adjacent cottage.

6

5
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Villa Avalon

US$3,650,000
This elegant, contemporary villa
is located in the exclusive Galley
Bay Heights development,
and possesses a large terrace,
spacious veranda, Jacuzzi and
infinity pool with breathtaking
views of the Caribbean Sea. The
interior benefits from an open
plan design, high ceilings, clean
lines, and all fittings and fixtures
sourced from Europe by the
international interior designer
who’s vision has ensured that
Villa Avalon is one of the most
stylish properties in Antigua.

5

5

Reeds Point House

US$4,200,000
Set on the most westerly tip
of Reeds Point Estate this
remarkable property consists of a
collection of beautiful bungalows
and 0.71 acres of land stretching
from its hillside position down
to the turquoise waters of the
Caribbean Sea below. With a
grande infinity pool and a variety
of spots around the property
to entertain or simply relax
and enjoy the uninterrupted
panoramic views, this is a prime
location if you crave privacy and
tranquility.

3

3

Hodges Bay Resort 4 bedroom villas

US$2,800,000
Set within eight acres of lush tropical gardens and a beautiful sandy beach these four
bedroom luxurious homes are located within the exclusive Hodges Bay Resort &
Spa. The ocean front master bedrooms have soaking tubs and glass showers and the
spacious open plan living area has fully collapsible glass walls and doors, opening
out to a large, multi-level, teak front deck with a 6 person, heated, outdoor spa.

4

4
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Sleeping Indian, Sleeping Indian Hills

US$800,000
Sleeping Indian is located on the much-loved eponymous landmark and it’s contemporary style and jaw-dropping
views across the Caribbean Sea is what sets this exceptional villa apart. The property comprises of two apartments
both complete with private patios, open-plan interiors, fully-fitted kitchens and comfortable living areas with satellite
TV, internet connectivity and an alarm system for ultimate peace of mind.

5

3

Star Dust, Jolly Harbour

US$1,200,000
An exceptional waterfront home comprising of two villas melded into one sensational abode. This exquisitely refurbished
three bedroom villa has an expansive open-plan living area complete with glass doors leading to a vast open deck where there
are both sun-soaked and shaded areas for dining and entertaining plus a boat dock with direct access to the ocean.

3

Lakeside, Darkwood
Beach
US$595,000
Newly constructed using
high quality materials for low
maintenance and robust weather
protection, this spacious villa with
spectacular views, shares a fully
landscaped tropical garden with
large swimming pool and sun deck
area. Located at The Palms Estate
and set on the banks of Darkwood
Lake in a peaceful and serene
valley location, this property is also
approved for the Citizenship by
Investment scheme.

3

2
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY SALES

The White House

US$475,000
The pristine white interior and
exterior walls give this charming four
bedroom villa its name. A family
villa it is ideally located in Harbour
View and nestled within its own lush
tropical garden just minutes walk
away from Jolly Harbour, on the West
Coast of Antigua. There is a large
sized pool, surrounded by decking
and a patio area perfect for outdoor
living, lounging and entertaining.

4

3

Indian Summer, Sleeping Indian

US$495,000
A stunning 4-bedroom house which sits on 0.25 acres of land with an additional
.24 acres behind included. Indian Summer on Hellings Estate combines the
perfect Caribbean location with a picturesque view. This is a spacious property
and with some new furnishings, some modernisation it would make a great
holiday rental property. Situated at the foot of the famous Sleeping Indian hill,
Indian summer offers an open concept with high ceilings to attract natural light
for a bright and airy environment. Just a short walk away takes you to Hermitage
Bay Hotel and the prestigious Pearns Point development both with spectacular
beaches to enjoy.

4

2

Olive House

US$595,000
This luxurious villa complete with swimming pool
and sundeck sits on 1/2 an acre of land, consisting
of landscaped gardens, gravelled walkways and
many fruit trees, with ample private parking inside
this walled and gated property. Situated in a much
sought-after neighbourhood close to all the finest
beaches on the West Coast you can also find Jolly
Harbour amenities just a five minute drive away.

4

3.5
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Spring Villa

US$365,000
This beautiful, spacious, Caribbean style villa is set in its own grounds with private pool in
the quiet and peaceful setting of Harbour View, Spring Villa has a fully equipped kitchen
with a wonderful spacious living/dining area as well as patio doors leading out onto the
large sun deck and pool, perfect for entertaining family or friends.

3

2

Finches’ Creek Land,
St Johns

US595,000
Fitches Creek is a great location,
situated close to the capital city of
St. Johns and the airport and at 0.77
acres this plot of land is perfect to
build a great family home or rental
unit. The elevated position means
that any property built will be
perfectly primed to capture stunning
views of the island.

0.77 acres

Friars Hill Land, St John’s

US$1,305,000
This plot of land which covers approximately 1 acre is situated
within the busy commercial area of Friars Hill road making it
the perfect spot for a business centre with commercial space or
banking. There is access off Friars Hill road or to the rear of the
property and the plot also benefits from a slight elevation, so
any structure built here would have a great view of the capital
city of St. Johns and the Harbour beyond.

1 acre
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ANTIGUA LAND SALES

LAND IS A GREAT WAY TO INVEST IN ANTIGUA

Y

ou have an excellent choice of
building companies that can
help create your dream property.
Whether you are looking for one home
for you and your family or to do a mini
development we have many options
available to you. Buying land enables you
to create your dream home, but it is also
the best way to increase the value of your
purchase if you do decide to sell.

Developments
We specialise in development consultancy
and with an in house land development
expert we can advise and assist in creating
the right development for you, the area
and the current market place. If you are
looking for a hotel, B&B or large land
site specifically, we also have off book
properties that may be perfect for you.
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Willoughby Bay Land

US$15,000,000
Situated on the waterfront of the magnificent Willoughby Bay on the South Coast of Antigua this location is an
easy distance from the historic Nelson’s Dockyard and the restaurants and bars of English Harbour. It is the perfect
opportunity for a development of residential properties or for a boutique hotel and marina, and an incredible
opportunity for developers with vision who can see the potential of investing in this prime location.

100 acres

Browns Bay

US$990,000
This land boasts not only stunning views from its elevated position of Browns Bay and
Nonsuch Bay, but these 3.7 acres are also highly accessible with a paved road and all
government utilities already available. Nestled within lush green tropical hills this land
is close to all necessary facilities and the perfect place to build either your own exclusive
dream home or several residential homes.

3.7 acres
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Our award-winning team of hard-working
professionals has earned a solid reputation for
efficiency, honesty and broad knowledge of the real
estate market
Luxury Locations today represents more exclusive property than any other agency
in Antigua – and has become the only choice for those wanting the best.
We understand an owner’s needs for correct representation and going that extra
mile to ensure their property is represented to the right clientele – which is why we
offer something a little different to other brokers.
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There are many benefits to exclusivity:
• Complimentary professional photos, plus aerial photography and video
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ANTIGUA LAND SALES

Pearns Point

US$1,255,000
Beach front and hillside plots are available in the stunning Pearns Point development, a place of outstanding natural
beauty, and it is a truly unique opportunity to own a plot in paradise, amongst the world’s elite, in one of the most
exclusive destinations in the Caribbean. Each plot has been carefully considered to allow maximum privacy, space and
seclusion, with architects, builders and interior designers standing by to assist buyers in custom designing their unique
property to their very own taste.

From 0.44 acres

Galleon Beach Plots

US$1,650,000
With access to Galleon Beach and
surrounded by the spectacular tropical
vegetation and wooded headland at
the entrance to Nelson’s Dockyard,
these plots are the perfect spot for an
exceptional luxury home.

1 acre
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ST KITTS & NEVIS PROPERTY SALES

BIG CERTAINLY ISN’T ALWAYS BETTER…
PEOPLE OFTEN SAY THAT IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS IN LIFE THAT MATTER MOST AND
WHEN YOU VISIT THE STUNNING DUAL-ISLAND NATION OF SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS
YOU WILL DEFINITELY UNDERSTAND WHAT THEY ARE TALKING ABOUT!

L

ocated in the Leeward Islands
in the West Indies the stunning
island of Saint Kitts may only
span 176 square kilometres, while its
sister island, Nevis spans just 93 square
kilometres, but both islands, formed from
volcanic activity and dominated by the
striking volcanic mountains and black
and silver beaches, are just bursting with
breathtaking natural beauty.
Steeped in culture and filled with
enchanting people, delicious cuisine, and
vibrant music you can relax and unwind
under the glorious Caribbean sun as the
Kittitians and Nevisians greet you with
welcoming smiles and a warm, relaxed
vibe which is their very own brand of
taking it easy; called limin’. If adventure
is what you’re after there are a myriad
of hiking trails taking you through the
unspoilt landscape and offshore coral reefs
teeming with marine life just waiting to
be explored.
If you are looking for a luxury holiday
home, Saint Kitts and Nevis may be the
luxury location for you.
Planning a Trip…

n Saint Kitts and Nevis has two
international airports and is easily reached
from the United States, Canada, United
Kingdom, and continental Europe.
n The best time to visit is between
February and May, which are the driest
months, but the climate is hot and
tropical all year round, with average highs
of around 28°C.
n English is the official language of Saint
Kitts and Nevis.
n In Saint Kitts and Nevis they drive on
the left hand side of the road just as in the
UK.
n The currency is the Eastern Caribbean
dollar, but the US dollar is almost as
widely accepted.
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n Saint Kitts and Nevis joined
the commonwealth following its
independence from Britain in 1983,
which means that British passport holders
don’t need a visa to visit St Kitts and
Nevis.
n U.S. citizens must have a valid U.S.
passport to enter Saint Kitts and Nevis.
No visa is required for stays up to 90 days
if you have an onward or return ticket,
confirmation of accommodation, and
can produce evidence of your ability to
maintain yourself.
Buyer’s Guide In Brief…

n If you are a non-national of The
Federation of Saint Kitts and Nevis, the
purchaser (or company) must obtain an
Alien Land Holder License (ALHL)
to own property. Although some
developments are exempt.
n The price to obtain an Alien Land
Holder License fee is determined as 10%
of the purchase price of your real estate.
If you are a Caricom National the price is
reduced to 5%.
n There is an application fee and some
legal fees associated with obtaining
the Alien Land Holder Licence which
amount to approx. US$1000+.
n Survey Plan fees vary but will be
approximately US$1,000.

n Assurance Fund is 0.2% of the
property value.
n Legal fees vary but an average of 2–3%
of the property value is estimated.
n Annual Property Tax in Saint Kitts
and Nevis ranges from US$500 to
US$2000 per year.
n Under the Citizenship by Investment
Program, qualifying individuals who make
an investment in designated real estate
may be eligible for citizenship.
n Saint Kitts and Nevis have been
running their Citizenship by Investment
Program since 1984, and it is now classed
as one of the best managed programs
in the world. It also has an accelerated
application process, enabling the granting
of full citizenship in just 60 days in most
cases. No other country has such a good
expedited feature.
n Dual citizenship is allowed in Saint
Kitts & Nevis.
n There are lending institutions that
specialise in international mortgages
for buying overseas property and offer
financing to non-resident buyers, but with
any mortgage agreement, applications
are subject to status and applicants are
required to meet certain minimum
underwriting criteria relating to income,
net worth and credit score.

FOR FULL DETAILS CALL LUXURY LOCATIONS ON +1 268 562 8174
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The Mount, Upper Jessups, Nevis

US$2,475,000
A picturesque property with a main house built in the traditional West Indian style, incorporating hand cut volcanic Nevisian stone, antique
yellow pine floors, casement louvre windows and bespoke exterior shutters throughout. It has been completely renovated and lovingly restored
by the current owners, who have very much taken the view that they are simply custodians of this truly unique and historic property. The
inviting 38 foot swimming pool is trimmed with mosaic tile and edged in Nevisian hand cut stone. They are also stocked with the largest
personal palm collection in the whole of the Caribbean. Over 160 varieties, lovingly collected from all over the world by the previous owner.

5

3

3.2 Acres

Riviere House, Charlestown, Nevis

US$850,000
This darling property has been lovingly restored and expanded from
the original colonial home with stately colonnades, gingerbread
trim, luscious hues from lemon to lavender and white picket fence
perfection! The interior has the original stripped wooden floors
throughout, custom made louvre wooden shutters and doors in
traditional style, creating an ambience of timeless elegance. The
property comes with a fully fitted restaurant and bar, including
commercial kitchen, wooden bar area with seating, a side verandah and
a large porch that can accommodate up to fifty dining guests, making it
the perfect venue for holding private functions.

7+ Rooms

2

1.35 Acres

Nelson Spring, Pinney’s Beach, Nevis

US$585,000
A fabulous three storey townhouse fully furnished, equipped and perfectly positioned on stunning
Pinney’s Beach, providing outstanding, unobstructed sea views. On the top floor you will find the two
ensuite bedrooms, with the spacious master bedroom opening onto a Juliette balcony. Below that is the
fitted kitchen with granite counter tops and breakfast bar leading to the open plan sitting room which
spills out onto a spacious dining verandah extending right over the beach. The fully screened verandah
is the perfect spot to enjoy al fresco meals all year round and a cool entry porch on the other side
affords a shady alternative for sunny afternoons. The ground floor, which runs the entire length of the
unit, provides ample parking for two cars, a small boat, or kayaks, surfboards or jet skis!

2

2.5
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Montpelier Plantation & Beach, Nevis
Price on request

This highly acclaimed boutique hotel has a unique and colourful history
dating back to the 18th Century, and was renovated and opened as a hotel
in 1966. Since then it has established itself as one of the best boutique hotels
in the Caribbean, racking up an enviable number of prestigious awards
and accolades. The property is set 750 feet above the Caribbean Sea and
is immersed in lush tropical hills at the base of the majestic Nevis Peak,
enticing guests from far and wide to unwind and disconnect themselves
from the frenetic pace of day to day life.
The 19 sea-view rooms, including 3 suites, are housed in beautiful
bungalows, each with a private terrace, en-suite bathroom and fully
equipped with ceiling fans, air conditioning, direct dial telephone, in-room
safe and more.
The hotel includes its own two acre private beach situated six miles from
the main property and easily accessed via the hotel’s shuttle. On site there is
a sixty foot, mosaic-tiled, freshwater swimming pool, as well as tennis court,
an outdoor spa, three dining venues and three bars.
This property could continue to be operated as a hotel or it could make a
truly incomparable private estate for one lucky owner.

19
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Great House - Bar & Terrace Dining Restaurant
Historic Sugar Mill – Private Dining
60ft Swimming Pool
Pool Restaurant/Bar - “Indigo”
Beach Club
Tennis Court
Library
Games Room
Offices/Reception/Boutique/Laundry
Commercial Kitchen
Car Park

48+ acres, including 2 acres of pristine beach front
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BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS PROPERTY SALES

HARMONIOUS, SUSTAINABLE, PRIVATE
ISLAND LIVING

V

irgin Gorda is a small but
perfectly formed, stunning
Caribbean Island in the British
Virgin Islands. It has white sand beaches
and crystal clear ocean lapping at its
shores, but what it is probably best known
for is its Baths. Created when molten
volcanic rock cooled just off the coast
forming gigantic granite boulders or
batholiths, which in turn created a series

80
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of tranquil pools and beautiful seawaterflooded grottoes.
Distinguished by its harbours which
house world-class yacht clubs, resorts that
offer breathtaking views and amenities,
and the historic Spanish Town, which still
has traces of historic streets and mining
ruins. It is a mix of modern luxury,
untouched landscapes and the ghosts of
fallen industries, but most of all, Virgin

Gorda is a gorgeous getaway that makes it
easy to focus on the present moment.
Oil Nut Bay Development is fusing
exquisite architectural planning with the
natural majesty of the island and setting
itself apart as it creates a community that
is unmatched in luxury.
David V. Johnson, Oil Nut Bay
developer and Chairman of Victor
International Corporation, set out to

FOR FULL DETAILS CALL LUXURY LOCATIONS ON +1 268 562 8174

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

create an exclusive collection of properties
for those who dreamed of a luxury
lifestyle in the Caribbean, but he also
envisioned a place that he himself could
call home which is why the search for
the perfect locale took the best part of a
decade.
Maintaining a sustainable luxury
resort community that exists in harmony
with Virgin Gorda’s natural environment,

and that also meets the distinct needs
of the residents and guests, is at the
forefront of Oil Nut Bay’s mission and
their impeccable team is dedicated to
helping clients create lasting memories
and treasured experiences. n
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LION HEART ESTATE, OIL NUT BAY
US$39,500,000

T

he two villas already built and
furnished on this incredible
plot offer incomparable luxury
combined with contemporary design and
come complete with a spectacular infinity
edge pool, custom native stone boulder
waterfall and surrounded by beautiful
landscaped gardens. Lion Heart really is
the perfect showcase for the impressive
collaboration between developer David
6

82

6.5

V. Johnson and legendary architect Ken
Kao and there is opportunity to expand
further, with the capacity to accommodate
four more guest villas on this land.
With a clear intention to embrace the
Caribbean experience and elevate island
living, Johnson and Kao have worked
with the landscape, designing green
roofs and using native stone, steel, glass
and a natural colour palette in order to

blend gracefully into the environment,
as they seamlessly combine art and
nature and make this a home unlike any
other. It is a true testament to Oil Nut
Bay’s unwavering passion for cuttingedge design, quality craftsmanship, and
exceptional attention to detail. Lion
Heart is altogether astounding and will be
a life-changing experience for a visionary
investor.

12.55 acres
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BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

Halo

Rainbow

A truly spectacular five bedroom villa featuring a vast great room with ten
foot glass doors custom designed to incorporate 270 degree views. An open
concept fully equipped gourmet kitchen leads into a formal interior dining
space softened by a gorgeous custom-made bronze water wall bringing the
soothing sights and sounds of water within. The neighbouring entertainment
room is soundproofed by 16-inch walls, and comes complete with an 82inch flatscreen TV and state of the art sound system.
The master bedroom boasts three walk-in closets, a spectacular ensuite
bathroom with his and hers toilets, natural boulder shower and breathtaking
soaking tub. Four plush, private guest bedrooms comprise the lower level
of the home, each with their own luxurious ensuite bathroom and private,
lushly landscaped patio.

An exquisite one bedroom guest villa tucked just beyond Halo’s infinity
pool with stunning views across the beach, protected bay and dramatic
Pajaros Point. The lavish master bedroom comes with an ensuite bathroom,
soaking tub and outdoor shower. The kitchen is fully-equipped and the
open plan great room has floor-to-ceiling glass windows and doors, as well
as a huge walk-in closet and exercise room.
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BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS PROPERTY SALES

MARINA VIEW VILLAS, OIL NUT BAY

T

he Marina View properties
within the exclusive Oil Nut
Bay development offer fantastic
views of the waterfront, Eustatia Sound
and Necker Island beyond. They are also
within walking distance of the Marina
Village where you can find boutique
shopping, sample some artisan coffee, or
enjoy a delicious meal at the signature

overwater restaurant with floating
hammocks and suspended pool. You are
also a short golf cart ride away from Oil
Nut Bay’s exclusive Beach Club which
has an exceptional restaurant, a swim
up pool bar and snorkelling in the turtle
filled bay. These villas are perfect if you
want privacy and tranquility along with
easy access to the heart of the resort.

7

8

These fabulous homes make for the
perfect luxury holiday home, but can also
be a sound investment opportunity, with
all the owner’s quarters providing lock-off
features should you choose to join the Oil
Nut Bay’s elite rental programme.

9

Marina Villa 7
US$3,450,000

This unique home features
two master bedrooms, and
an owner’s suite, a chic open
floor plan leading to a large
entertainment deck with
infinity plunge pool and
marvellous bay views. With Oil
Nut Bay’s stylish marina and
docks only a few steps away, it
also means your boat is always
in your line of sight. Expected
to be move-in ready by early
2022.

2
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BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

?

Marina Villa 8
US$3,850,000

A contemporary, island-chic vacation
home with exquisite furnishings which
will soon be move in ready. The main level
consists of a one-bedroom penthouse
boasting a fully-fitted kitchen, open plan
living area, and a large verandah with an
infinity plunge pool and incredible views.
The lower level features two independent
suites with stairs leading directly down to
the Marina Village. Expected to be movein ready by early 2022.

3

3

Marina Villa 9
US$4,950,000

Currently under construction but
sold with land and furnishings
included, Marina Villa 9 is the
final four-bedroom opportunity
in the Marina Neighbourhood.
The existing floor plan includes
two upper and two lower king
bedrooms, offering multiple
potential rental income streams.
This unique piece of real estate
can still be customised for a
limited period of time but Oil
Nut Bay’s thoughtful design
guidelines, already ensure that
all properties adopt open living
concepts characterised by clean
lines, contemporary styling, and
magnificent views. Expected to be
move-in ready by early 2022.

4

4
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BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS PROPERTY SALES

The Beach House, Oil Nut Bay
US$19,500,000

This striking six-bedroom beachfront villa allows you to
escape in style while being mere steps from the sparkling
waters of the Caribbean Sea. The Beach House has
everything you desire in a luxury home. From the grand
atrium entrance with reflection pool and eye-catching
art installation to the chic interior living space including
gourmet kitchen and private study, The Beach House
embodies all the easygoing ambience that every oceanfront
home should, while elegantly evading the cliches.
The Beach House features two master suites each with
their own glorious bathroom including tropical courtyard
showers and soaking tubs, as well as four luxury guest suites.
The outdoor area is characterised by a striking infinity pool,

6

86

fire pit with seating, and private path directly to the beach.
Echoing waves of modern beach living, this striking six
bedroom beachfront villa allows you to escape in style while
being merely steps from the sparkling waters of Oil Nut Bay.
All The Beach House bedrooms are under one roof,
making this perfect for multi-generational families,
especially those with young children. Two generous master
suites feature lavish bathrooms and private terrace areas.
Four additional bedrooms with ensuite bathrooms wrap
around the villa to create a unique living experience where
your private quarters are merely steps away from the heart
of the home.

6.5
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BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS RENTAL PROPERTIES

Hummingbird, Oil Nut Bay, Viring Gorda

From US$3,000 per night
Sitting pretty on the striking cliffs of Oil Nut Bay’s Atlantic Ridge, Hummingbird Villa is
luxury island living at its absolute best. This multi-level, effortlessly stylish holiday home
has a neutral palette, modern fittings and furnishings, high ceilings and mammoth glass
windows and doors which open up the house to a variety of outside spaces. The exterior
dining area, viewing deck or the infinity pool with jacuzzi, all good spots to take some
time to stop and relax and marvel at the uninterrupted views of the deep blue Caribbean
Sea around you.

4

5.5

Whale Point, Oil Nut Bay, Viring Gorda

From US$1,730 per night
Situated on Oil Nut Bay’s dramatic Atlantic Ridge, Whale Point is the perfect example of sumptuous island
living. It is an intimate escape with tranquility, privacy and uninterrupted views of Virgin Gorda’s South
shore where you might be able to enjoy a little whale watching if you’re lucky. There are two beautifully
designed, luxurious master suites, and an open plan living area with fully fitted kitchen and indoor dining
area. The deck has plenty of room for lounging and dining, a plunge pool which extends out over the
Caribbean Sea and a Beach Club within walking distance.

2
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BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS RENTAL PROPERTIES

Starlight, Oil Nut Bay, Virgin Gorda

From US$2,205 per night
Perched on top of the dramatic cliffs of Oil Nut Bay’s Wild Side, Starlight is the epitome of modern, chic and
exceptionally private, laid-back luxury. The particularly impressive features include the sleek home theatre, romantic
soaking tub for two, and the stunning infinity pool with dazzling sea views. The natural colour palette combined
with clean lines and open plan layout is truly calming. While the magnificent floor to ceiling glass doors opening
out to the exterior kitchen, dining, and lounge area where breathtaking ocean views await you, gives a real sense
of space and release. The perfect holiday home for those seeking peace and tranquility, with a golf buggy provided,
incase you decide you need to jump into the heart of the action.

4

2

Compass Rose, Oil Nut
Bay, Virgin Gorda

From US$4,000 per night
Situated in the Marina area of the Oil Nut
Bay development, the elevated location of
this magnificent multi-level clifftop hideaway
boasts unobstructed ocean views of the
Caribbean Sea, and neighbouring islands
beyond. The interior design is contemporary
and clean with a neutral colour palette. The
wooden detail throughout the house, but
particularly the beamed feature ceiling in the
open plan living area adds a touch of rustic
charm. Enormous glass sliding doors lead out
to a variety of outdoor spaces in this stunning,
sprawling holiday home, meaning there is
space for everyone to relax in this tranquil
hideaway. The expansive infinity pool which
includes a swim up bar and tiki hut is perfect
for all day play and socialising while the
private hot tub tucked away on the lower level
offers a secluded retreat for soaking up the sun
or star gazing.

4

4
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VACATIONING IN THE
NEW NORMAL
Keeping you and your loved ones safe from Covid-19 will naturally be a key priority while
planning your holiday over the months to come. If you’re among the many who have been confined
to their homes during lengthy lockdowns and are now dreaming of basking on white sand beaches,
swimming in crystal clear Caribbean waters, hiking up mountains or wandering through historic
dockyards, keep reading.

W

ith 365 beaches, one for
every day of the year, Antigua
has always been the perfect
holiday destination for those of us who
enjoy privacy and tranquility. With all
these different beaches to experience,
solitude and by extension social
distancing are pretty much guaranteed.
Especially if you decide to rent a private
villa, hire a private chef and venture out
only on private excursions, all of which
can be easily organised through the
Luxury Locations 24 hour concierge
service. With a myriad of private villas
on offer to suit all budgets, the beautiful
island of Antigua is quickly becoming the
destination of choice for the smart, savvy,
safety-minded visitor.
Whether you yearn for the soothing
sound of waves lapping on the shore as
you fall asleep in your beach front villa,
or you long to feel the trade winds cool
you down as you dine alfresco at a hillside
90

hideaway or you crave the perfect social
setting for yourself and your close family
and friends to unwind by the pool, drink,
dine and socialise while the stunning
Antiguan sun sets over the water, Luxury
Locations has the right villa for you.

Your private villa rental will
become your own private
sanctuary, leaving you free to
relax and enjoy your well-earned
vacation, completely stress free
It’s a given that opting for a private villa
rental dramatically reduces the likelihood
of coronavirus contagion. For a start,
there are no shared facilities between your
group and other holidaymakers, so unlike
in a hotel, the number of shared surfaces
you are likely to come into contact with is

zero. Your private villa will become your
own private sanctuary and with all our
properties adhering to a comprehensive
government approved Covid-Safe
Policy and every member of our Luxury
Locations cleaning and management
team having undergone Covid-Safe
training we can assure you that all our
properties meet the highest safety and
cleanliness standards.
So your private villa rental will
become your own private sanctuary,
leaving you free to relax and enjoy your
well-earned vacation, completely stress
free.
The new safety measures do mean that
upon arrival, you might find the welcome
a little different from previous Caribbean
trips – face masks and social distancing
are noticeable additions. Thankfully, this
has done nothing to dampen the warm,
friendly service our twin island nation is
known for. n
91

ANTIGUA HOLIDAY RENTALS

The Lookout, Sugar Ridge

From US$1,000 per night
A spectacular four bedroom villa located within the
acclaimed Sugar Ridge resort, with a covered verandah,
pool area, deck and gazebo all with stunning views
overlooking Jolly Harbour and beyond.

4

4

Elysium Fields

From US$3,500 per night
A four bedroom villa in an ultra modern style
complete with luxury fixtures, fittings and
furnishings and opening right up onto the
pristine shores of Jolly Beach.

4

6

Coco Palms, Jolly Harbour

From US900 per night
A brand new luxuriously modern four bedroom holiday
haven situated on Harbour Island, with fabulous views
across Jolly Harbour and in close proximity to yachting,
golfing, tennis and squash as well as bar and dining
options and a variety of other practical amenities.

4

3
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ANTIGUA HOLIDAY RENTALS

Windies Villa, Sugar Ridge

From US$675 a night
A charming three bedroom villa in a classic Caribbean
design, with plenty of exterior space and a large swimming
pool located within the Sugar Ridge Resort.

3

3.5

Villa Sunset, Sugar Ridge

From US$625 a night
An exceptional villa located within the acclaimed Sugar
Ridge resort. It has outdoor dining and living areas, a
pebble tiled infinity pool and three king size bedroom
suites, each linked to the main pavilion by covered
terraces for added privacy.

3

3

Cotton House, Sugar Ridge

From US$675 a night
An exquisite three bedroom hilltop hideout expertly
blending an authentic Caribbean feel with contemporary
luxury and located within the acclaimed Sugar Ridge
resort.

3
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ANTIGUA HOLIDAY RENTALS

Sugar Mill, Galley Bay Heights

From US$2,150 per night
Providing over 10,000 square feet of living space spread over four levels, this luxurious six bedroom villa complete
with jacuzzi and infinity pool is the jewel of Galley Bay Heights. It not only has spectacular views of Deep Bay and
beyond, it is also the only villa in this development with private access directly to the beach.

6

7

St Anne’s Point, English
Harbour

From US$2,052 per night
A grand Georgian maritime styled five bedroom
luxury villa, positioned on an old Royal navy
look-out point, with breath-taking views of the
entrance channels to Falmouth Harbour’s three
marinas, and within walking distance of Pigeon
Beach and the vibrant hub of English Harbour

5

5

Villa Azura, Long Bay

From US800 per night
A luxurious, sprawling three bedroom
villa surrounded by lush tropical
gardens, situated on Antigua’s stunning
East Coast, with an infinity pool that
overlooks the sea line and within
walking distance of one of the island’s
most celebrated beaches, Long Bay.

3

3
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ANTIGUA HOLIDAY RENTALS

Villa Papillon, Jolly Harbour

From US$6,000 per night
A spacious new six bedroom villa complete with pool, gym,
and yoga deck, the perfect tranquil retreat overlooking the
water front and close to all of Jolly Harbour’s amenities.

6

7

Villa Tulomina, Willoughby Bay

From US$1,500 per night
This private luxury villa sleeps 10 persons and is settled on
an acre of national park overlooking the beautiful bay of
Willoughby and across the reefs to the ocean.

5

5

Collibri Dance, Tamarind Hills

From US$900 per night
Stunning town house located on the beach at Tamarind
Hills. Situated over three floors are three bedrooms all
with en-suite bathrooms. The open plan living room
kitchen opens on to the pool area and is just a few steps
to the beach.

3
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PROPERTY

NOMAD DIGITAL RESIDENCY AND
MOVING TO THE CARIBBEAN
FOR MANY, THE THOUGHT OF SPENDING TIME IN THE CARIBBEAN IS CONNECTED
WITH HOLIDAYS AND THOSE BIG TRIPS AWAY, HOWEVER DUE TO THE MOVEMENT
TOWARD REMOTE WORKING THERE ARE THOSE WHO ARE NOW MAKING THE
CARIBBEAN THEIR HOME FROM HOME

S

o who are these lucky few who
can travel the globe, take in all its
wonders and still be welcomed
with open arms by nations for extended
periods without lengthy and frequent
visits to immigration departments?
Digital nomads are those people who
are able to work remotely and most
significantly do not gain income or
employment from the nation they are
located within. And for some of those
digital nomads, Antigua is just a short
application away from being their new
home.
There are a number of nations that
offer a digital residency programme.
There are however a couple of very
significant advantages to The Antigua
Nomad Digital Residency or NDR, in
particular the low barrier to entry and
straightforward application process that
can be arranged in less than a few weeks.
The application does come at a cost
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of US$1,500 for a single applicant but
family members can be added to the same
application for a reduced cost making
it a cost effective way to relocate to the
Caribbean. For your US$1,500 applicants
receive a two year digital residency visa
which allows them to live in Antigua
and Barbuda for a period of two years
provided that they do not engage in
gainful employment or receive income
from business in Antigua.

Digital nomads are those people who
are able to work remotely and most
significantly do not gain income or
employment from the nation they
are located within
For many who have had to step up their
online working due to the past few years
pandemic with travel restrictions making
in situ working or enjoying a holiday
away an impossibility, the NDR is a

perfect solution. After all who needs a
holiday when you are living and working
in Antigua and Barbuda with its 365
beaches, calm seas and a warm and
friendly local community.
According to Katrina Yearwood,
the Chief of Immigration and head
honcho of the NDR, the digital visa
is very easy to apply for and can be
undertaken completely online without the
requirement for a prior visit to Antigua
and Barbuda. Upon arrival in Antigua
at VC Bird Airport you will be directed
to the Immigration Headquarters to
meet the NDR team who will welcome
you with open arms to your new home.
The NDR team in Antigua are keen to
communicate to applicants, that this
warm welcome home they are guaranteed
to receive simply demonstrates the
warmth and kindness of the people of
Antigua and Barbuda.
Sounds great? What next? There are
some eligibility requirements, the most
important one being that all applicants
must demonstrate that they have the
funds or steady, consistent income
to support themselves. After that is
established, contact a qualified real estate
rental agent, such as Luxury Locations
Real Estate to find your perfect home for
the next two years in the Caribbean. With
many rental property options to choose
from you are sure to find your perfect
property in paradise, or just contact them
to let them do the searching for you and
kick start your sun drenched adventure in
paradise. n

FOR FULL DETAILS CALL LUXURY LOCATIONS ON +1 268 562 8174

ANTIGUA LONG TERM RENTALS

Villa Kulala, Long Bay

US$7,000 per month plus utilities
Located just minutes away from the beautiful Long Bay this exquisite Balinese style
luxury retreat is nestled amongst large, private tropical gardens with an infinity
edge pool overlooking the stunning ocean. An open plan living area with a spacious
inside dining area and play room complete with pool table leads out to the courtyard,
verandah and extensive sundeck with beautifully covered exterior lounge and dining
areas where you can relax in comfort and take full advantage of this nature lover’s
paradise.

4

5

Bluff House, Half Moon Bay

US$7,500 per month plus utilities
Settled on a rocky outcrop overlooking it’s own cove and surrounded by towering headlands and open fields this gorgeous
holiday home is uniquely located to give the whole property truly spectacular views of the ocean and beyond. Comprised
of a main house, with it’s very own ‘Shark’ Bar and games room, plus two additional cottages, a surf shed, and soccer/basket
ball court it is perfect for a long term holiday let with so much space and privacy while still being close to Nelson’s Dockyard,
English Harbour and Shirley Heights.

4

5

Villa 428F, Jolly Harbour

US$2,000 per month plus community fee and utilities
This charming waterfront holiday home is ideally located
on the North Finger of Jolly Harbour, close to amenities
and less than five minutes walk away from the clear warm
waters and soft white sands of Jolly Harbour’s North
Beach. Recently refurbished throughout, this villa has a
fully fitted kitchen and a comfortable open plan lounge,
dining area which leads out to a partially shaded terrace
perfect for al fresco dining as you watch the stunning
Caribbean sun set over the marina.

2
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ANTIGUA
& BARBUDA

Hodges Bay
Dickenson Bay

PLACES TO VISIT:
1. St John's Harbour
2. Pearns Point
3. Jolly Harbour
4. Cades Reef
5. Falmouth Harbour
6. English Harbour
7. Shirley Heights
8. St James Club
9. Lynch Point
10. Green Island
11. St John's Cathedral
12. Devil's Bridge
13. Hell's Gate
14. Sir Vivian Richards Stadium
15. Betty's Hope
16. Donkey Sanctuary
17. Rainforest and Rainforest tour
18. Wallings Dam
19. St Barnabas Anglican Church
20. Government House & Court House
21. Dow's Hill Interpretation Centre
22. Fort James
23. Fort Barrington
24. Fort George
25. Fort Berkeley
26. Pink sand in Barbuda
27. Frigate Bird Sanctuary
28. Guiana Island
29. Long Island
30. VC Bird International Airport
31. Stingray City
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ANTIGUA
& BARBUDA

LUXURY LOCATIONS
Porto Fino Oﬃces
Jolly Harbour
Antigua

PLACES TO VISIT:

Oﬃce Tel: +1268 5618174
Cell: +1268 7645874
1. St
John's Harbour
Email:
Info@LuxuryLocations.com
2. Pearns Point
3. Jolly Harbour
4. Cades Reef

Hawksbill Bay

1

ST. JOHN’S

Pinching Bay

Valley Church Beach
Ffryes Beach

Morris Bay
Carlisle Bay
Hodges Bay
Dickenson Bay

Jabberwock
Jabberwock
BeachBeach

Mercers
Mercers
Long Bay
Creek Creek Long Bay
Bay Bay

Pares Pares

Nonsuch
Nonsuch
Bay Bay

Half Moon
Half Moon
Bay Bay

Rendezvous
Rendezvous
Bay Bay

MY ANTIGUA

REMEMBERING JOHN FULLER –
A LEGENDARY HUMAN AND A LEGACY
FOR CHANGE
“John Fuller lived his days on this Earth to their fullest, never taking more than was necessary
and always giving more than expected.”

T

his is one of the first sentences
you will read in the online book
set up by the Fuller family to
commemorate the passing of John
Eli Fuller, and it is a sentence that
immediately tells you everything you need
to know about the kind of man he was.
Nevertheless, the book and John’s
Facebook pages are full of kind words,
heart warming stories of generosity and
fond memories of this truly remarkable
man.
John Fuller loved justice, and using
the law for good. He was a prestigious
lawyer with an impeccable reputation who
represented his clients fervently while
always bringing an abundance of charm
into the court room. Well respected
by his peers and admired by those he
mentored, John Fuller represented
anyone who needed help, no matter their
background or financial circumstances.
John generously shared his time and
his knowledge and often provided legal
representation without expecting anything
in return, or sometimes accepting bags
of mangos or other little gifts in place of
payment.
Described by his son Eli as a man
of the sea, he was a devoted member of
the sports fishing community in Antigua
and Barbuda and was passionate about
fighting for environmental causes. Doing
his very best to enact positive change and
protect the natural beauty of his beloved
island.
John Eli Fuller passed away on
Tuesday 28th September 2021 and these
kind words people have written about
him make it clear that John will live on in
the hearts and minds of many.
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“John never took for granted his
privileged background, stellar education
or superior mind. Instead, he used these
gifts brilliantly in service of others.”
- Joya Cousin FB
“John Fuller was a father figure to me and
it was shortly after a stern talking to while
fueling up my car at a gas station running
from the cops that I got help and changed
my life.”
- Ty Brodie
“John was the first lawyer I ever saw do
a trial in the High Court. After the trial
was over, he pulled me aside and said,
‘Young man, you see what you saw in
there? Do not follow me. I’m old and
they let me get away with that shit. Don’t
YOU start your career doing those things’
and he chuckled and walked away.”
- Jarid Hewlett

“John had many successes as a lawyer,
environmental activist, turtle and whale
crusader and amateur archaeologist but
unless you knew him really well you
would not know. He never boasted about
anything except his skill as a fisherman.
There will never be another man like John
Fuller. Although he has left this mortal
life, he is still with us, Coke in hand,
guiding and guarding us.”
- Kenny Kentish FB

“When I began practicing, I would
often see John in court, advocating with
the same fervency and charm as I had
witnessed during my internship years
before. Magistrates and judges were
amused by him and loved him but knew
him well enough to not always buy in
to his “sweet talk”. His off the cuff but
knowledgeable style of advocacy was
magic to watch.”
- Amaya Gilkes
If you would like to celebrate John Fuller’s
legacy then please consider donating to
the Antigua and Barbuda Environmental
Awareness Group whose vision is to
create a society informed and empowered
to sustainably use and manage its natural
resources. It was a cause John was
dedicated to, and any support would be
appreciated.
https://bit.ly/DonatetoEAG
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